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St_L_AR¥

The NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC) has been

developing a pylon, called the Decoupler Pylon, for the

purpose of suppressing wing/store flutter.

As part of the on-going development of the Decoupler

Pylon, NASA-LaRC awarded General Dynamics a contract for the

design, fabrication, ground testing, and delivery of two

Decoupler Pylons plus spares for a flight test demonstration

program on the F-16 airplane. An aircraft modification kit

to adapt the Decoupler Pylons to the F-16 for the flight test

demonstration was also to be aelivered. This report

documents the accomplishment of this contract.

Basic design criteria were developed during the analysis

study pertaining to pylon pitch stiffness, alignment system

requirements, and damping requirements. These criteria were

applied to the design of the pylon for the F-16 airplane.

The store pitch excursions were limited to + 3 degrees due to

the limited clearance between the GBU-8 tail fins and the

F-16 trailing edge control surfaces. A design was developed

utilizing an electrical motor for the pylon alignment system.

The design uses a four pin, two link pivot design which

results in a remote pivot at the center of gravity of the

store when the store is in the aligned position. The pitch

spring was fabricated from a tapered constant stress

cantilevered beam. The pylon design has the same external

lines as the existing production pylon. The pylon is

designed to use a MAU-12 ejection rack which is the same as

the one used with the production pylon.

A detailed design of a decoupler pylon for the F-16 was

completed. The drawings were released to the shop and the

pylons were fabricated, assembled and ground tested. Spares
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were fabricated and an F-16 modification kit assembled. The

pylons were designed to be used at F-16 wing stations 3 and 7

(span station 120). The pylons were tailored for use with
the GBU-8 weapon. The detailed design was supported with a

series of analyses. These analyses included flutter analyses,
aeroservoelastic analyses, response to abrupt maneuvers,

loads analyses and stress analyses. The ground tests on the

completed pylons included instrumentation calibration, damper

tests, alignment system operational tests, influence

coefficient measurements, ground vibration tests, structural

proof tests and store e3ection tests.
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INTRODUCTION

Wing/Store Flutter Problem

Fighter aircraft are required to carry a very large

number of external store combinations. There is a high

proDability that at least a small subset of the stores

configurations will cause wing/store flutter speeds that are

within the desired operational capability of the airplane.

The proDability is further increased by the practice of

adding new store configurations to the inventory of the

airplane long after it has become operational. If wing/store

flutter problems occur, the solution usually requires

increased structural stiffness, increased weight, and/or a

speed reduction which reduces the operational envelope of the

airplane. Flutter suppression with active controls is an

option that has been investigated in recent years. The

concept consists of feeding Dack signals from suitably

located sensors, through a set of control laws and filters,

to command movement of a control surface which suppresses the

flutter mode. A study has been conducted which confirmed the

feasiDility of suppressing F-16 wing/store flutter by means

of active controls (re£. I).

The NASA Langley Research Center has investigated the

use of a decoupler pylon as a passive means ot suppressing

wing/store flutter (references 2 through 7). The concept

consists of reducing the pylon pitch stiffness with a soft

spring until the store/pylon pitch _requency is less than the

fundamental wing bending frequency thereby decoupling the

wing from store pitch effects and increasing the flutter

speed. The purpose of the work reported herein was to set

the requirements for the decoupler pylon detailed design.
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Decoupler Pylon Flutter Model Tests

The e£fectiveness of the decoupler pylon in suppressing

flutter has been demonstrated during wind tunnel tests of

three separate flutter models (ref. 7). Each model

demonstrated that when the decoupler pylon was employed, the

model could be testea to a dynamic pressure substantially

higher than the dynamic pressure at which the model would

£1utter with a conventional pylon.

The first model that was tested was a semi-span wing

with rectangular planform. The soft spring was implemented by

means of a pneumatic system. A feedback system controlled

the flow in the pneumatic system such that store pitch

misalignment relative to the wing caused by aerodynamic drag

loads was automatically corrected. A dash-pot damper was

also employed to stabilize the feedback system.

The second model that was tested with the decoupler

pylon was the F-16 1/4 scale flutter model. This model is

shown suspended in the NASA/LRC Transonic Dynamics Tunnel in

Figure i. The decoupler pylons were attached at wing span

station 120 (full scale) and were used to carry a GBU-8

weapon. The external store configuration shown in Figure 2

was tested with the decoupler pylons to a dynamic pressure

that was i00 percent above the dynamic pressure at which the

model fluttered with the production pylons. The decoupler

pylons were implemented with mechanical springs. No

automatic self-aligning system was developed for these

pylons. However, pitch alignment corrections were made

manually, as required, by controlling the pressurized air

supply to the pneumatic dashpot dampers connected between the

wing and the store at a point aft of the pylon pivot

location.



The third model was a 0.30 scale, semi-span model of the

YF-17. The decoupler pylon was essentially the same as

employed on the F-16 model. It was located below the wing at
the wing tip and supported an AIM-7S missile. Large

increases in dynamic pressure above the flutter dynamic

pressure were also demonstrated on this model by means of the
decoupler pylon.

Feasibility Study for Application of NASA Decoupler

Pylon to the F-16

As a result of the highly successful wind tunnel tests

of the decoupler pylon on the F-16 flutter model, a

feasibility study for application of the decoupler pylon to

the F-16 was conducted. The results of this feasibility

study are reported in reference 8.

The decoupler pylon was assumed to be self-aligning.

The characteristics of the decoupler pylon to be investigated

were the pitch stiffness, pitch damping and the pitch

alignment system. Each characteristic was assumed to be

independent of the other two. The alignment system was a

servomechanism which produced a moment assumed to be

proportional to the time integral of the store pitch

deflection relative to the wing.

A single store configuration was considered, as shown in

Figure 2. This store configuration, called configuration 33

in reference I, consisted of an AIM-9 at the wing tip, GBU-8

at wing span station 120, and a 370 gallon fuel tank with the

center bay empty at span station 71. This store

configuration will be referred to as the GBU-8 configuration

herein. The critical flutter mode for this configuration was

antisymmetric with a flutter frequency of approximately 5 Hz.

In the feasibility study the decoupler pylon was used to

support the GBU-8 store.
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A single flight condition was considered, namely, Mach

0.9 at sea level. Three GBU-8 center of gravity (c.g.)
locations were considered. These consisted of the current

c.g. location on the production pylon and a forward and aft

shift from the location in an amount equal to +10% of the

local wing chord. These c.g. locations were referred to as
nominal, forward, and aft locations in the text. This
variation converted to a +24.086 cm (+9.4828 in.) shift in

m

the c.g. This. requirement was primarily intended to

demonstrate that the decoupler pylon was effective in

suppressing flutter over a wide range of c.g. variations.

For some of the dynamic load conditions a more realistic c.g.

variation of +7.62 cm (+3 in.) was also considered and was

designated as a +7.62 cm c.g. shift.

Two values of pylon spring stiffness were investigated.

The original ob3ective was to select two stiffness values

that yielded a ratio of store pitch frequency to wing bending

frequency of 0.5 and 0.8. Subsequently, the spring stiffness

that yielded a flutter speed of 1.2 limit speed (without the

flight control system activated) was selected as the upper

spring stiffness. The lower spring stiffness was selected as

the product of the upper spring stiffness and the square of

the ratio of 0.5 to 0.8.

The following types of analyses were conducted:

Natural Modes of Vibration

Flutter

Stability of Decoupler Pylon

Aeroservoelastic Analyses

Static Aeroelastic Analyses

Gust Response Analyses

Response to Abrupt Maneuvers

Taxi

Store Ejection

The same mathematical models of the F-16 structure,

aerodynamics, and control system which were used in the

feasibility study for F-16 wing/store flutter suppression



with active controls (ref. 8), were used in this decoupler
pylon study. Based on the results of these two studies, a

comparison was made of the advantages and disadvantages

between the decoupler pylon and the active control system
approach to suppressing wing/store flutter.

Conceptual Design of Decoupler PMlon

The results of the analyses discussed above were used as

the basis of a conceptual design study of the decou_ler pylon

for the F-16. The results of the design study are reported

in reference 8.

Both pneumatic and hydraulic systems were considered as

means of implementing the pylon spring, damping, and

alignment requirements. Mechanical springs and viscous

dampers were considered. The potential interference problems

between the decoupler pylon and the deflected leading edge

flap and flaperon control surfaces due to store pitch

excursions were considered in the design. Preliminary design

load and stress analyses were conducted. A preliminary

analysis was conducted to determine the store separation

characteristics when the GBU-8 store was ejected from the

decoupler pylon.

The conceptual design study resulted in the preliminary

design which is shown on Figure 3. This design had certain

deficiencies which were addressed at the beginning of the

detailed design phase of the project. These design

deficiencies were overcome with the design which is discussed

in detail herein.

The design featured a hydraulic a_41ignment system,

Belleville washers for the spring, and a dual beam

arrangement. In this design a Belleville washer stack housed

inside a push-pull mechanism was required to provide the



correct spring rate in the limited space available. A dual

beam system was incorporated in the design. The actuator
force is transferred through the spring and damper mechanism

to the store. With this system, the high stiffness inherent

with the hydraulic actuator could be offset by connecting a

spring in series with the actuator. The dual beam design
accomplishes this.

The feasibility study and the conceptual design study
(ref. 8) provided the basis for the detailed design and

e

faDrication of a ship set of decoupler pylons for ground and

flight tests on the F-16 airplane. The pylon requirements

were determined from the feasibility study. Two design

deficiencies were identified from the conceptual design

study. These are (i) the decoupler pylon would have to be

15.24 cm (6 in.) deeper than the production pylon and (2)

high alignment power was required. The pylon pitch stiffness

requirement and the two design deficiencies discussed above

were overcome with the current design.
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STORE CONFIGURATION SELECTION

The F-16 production weapons pylon is designed to attach

to the wing at wing span stations 71 and 120. The weapons

pylon is carried interchangeably at either wing station.

Therefore, the pylon is designed for the maximum loads

expected to be experienced at either wing station. Flutter

analyses, wind tunnel flutter model tests and flight flutter

tests were conducted on a large number of external store

carriage combinations. From these analyses and tests only

two store configurations which have experienced flutter

inside the aircraft operating envelope have been encountered.

One of these configurations is identified as GBU-8

configuration and consists of a 1/2 full 370 gallon tank on

span station 71, a GBU-8 on span station 120 and an AIM-9 on

the wing tip. The 370 gallon tank has the center bay emPtY.

This configuration flutters in the wind tunnel and encounters

a limited amplitude oscillation in flight. The flutter mode

is antisymmetric in both cases. A second store configuration

which has encountered flutter in flight is defined as the

B-61 store configuration. This store configuration has the

B-61 weapon at span station 120 and the AIM-9 launcher at the

wing tip. This configuration flutters in the wind tunnel and

encounters a limited amplitude oscillation in flight. The

flutter mode is antisymmetric in the wind tunnel and also in

flight.

Extensive flutter analyses of the GBU-8 configuration

have been conducted during the decoupler pylon feasibility

study (ref 8). These analyses predict a flutter instability

at a velocity very close to where the limited amplitude

flutter is first detectable on the airplane. The analysis

predicts a divergent instability and the characteristic of

the unstable root has small damping changes with large

increases in velocity. This characteristic has some

similarity to the limited amplitude flutter encountered on



the airplane. With this extensive analysis and test

experience, the decision was made to design the decoupler

pylon for the GBU-8 weapon.

A series of analyses were conducted on GBU-8

configuration to determine if the predicted flutter condition
could be made more severe by moving the GBU-8 center of

gravity or adding ballast masses to the GBU-8 weapon. The

goal was to make the analysis velocity versus damping curve
have a steeper slope, which would indicate a° more

catastrophic type of flutter condition. If a modified
configuration which exhibited this type of characteristfc in

the analysis could be found, then it would be a good

possibility that the airplane flutter characteristics could
also be changed by this configuration change. Figure 4 shows

the effect upon the unstable flutter root of moving the
GBU-8 center of gravity forward and aft. The c.g. was moved
24.13 cm (9.5 in.) forward and the same amount aft. Moving

the c.g. forward increases the flutter speed and does not

significantly change the slope of the root. Moving the c.g.
aft causes the unstable root to become lowly damped and
stable. Therefore, the GBU-8 c.g. variations do not cause

the change in the flutter characteristics desired.

The effect of increasing the inertia of the weapon upon

the slope of the flutter root was investigated. It was

determined by examination of the GBU-8 weapon that there was

adequate space inside the store to locate 22.68 kg (50 ib) of
ballast mass in both the forward and aft ends of the store.

A flutter analysis was conducted with the addition of this
45.36 kg (i00 Ib) of mass in the GBU-8. The two 22.68 kg

masses were located equidistant from the store c.g. which
resulted in increased store pitch inertia with no shift in

the c.g. The results of these two analyses are shown on

Figure 5. The increased GBU-8 mass (pitch inertia) raises
the flutter speed and does not significantly change the slope
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of the unstable root. Therefore, this store configuration
does not create the desired effect.

A further search of simple changes which could be made

to make the flutter mode slope steeper was undertaken by

examining mass change in the AIM-9 on the wing tip. It was
determined that space was available in the forward and aft

part of the AIM-9 weapon for 11.34 kg (25 ib). Two 11.34 kg

weights were located equidistant from the AIM-9 c.g. which

resulted in increased pitch inertia and no c.g. shift. A

flutter analysis was conducted with this additional 22.68 kg

of mass in the AIM-9's. The results of the analysis are

shown in Figure 6. The increased AIM-9 mass and pitch

inertia raises the flutter speed and reduces the slope of the

unstable root. Therefore, this configuration change does not

provide the desired effect.

The flutter solutions discussed above were made with the

k-solution method. The P-k solution method gives a better

estimation of the system damping. Therefore, the flutter

analysis of GBU-8 configuration was repeated using the P-k

solution method. The damping was set to zero in each mode

shape, and therefore, the P-k solution results can be

compared directly with the k solution. These results are

shown on Figure 7 and are compared with the k-solution

results. The two solution methods predict the same damping

values at the same velocities.

The P-k solution method was used to determine the effect

of individual mode dam_ing, upon the characteristics of the

flutter root. The P-k analysis shown on Figure 7 was

. conducted with zero damping in each mode. The analysis was

repeated with 0.05 damping in the first antisymmetric

flexible mode. Another analysis was conducted with 0.05

damping in the second antisymmetric flexible mode. These

results are shown on Figure 8o The addition of damping in

Ii



the first flexible mode has a small effect upon the flutter

speed. The addition of damping in the second flexible mode
increases the flutter speed by 79.74 m/s (155 kt). The case

with additional damping in mode one has less slope than the

base case. The case with damping added to the second

flexible mode has approximately the same slope as the case

with zero damping.

The effect of the flight control system upon the flutter

speed was also determined. This analysis was conducted with

both the roll and yaw loops closed. Control system gains for
a Mach number of 0.9 and sea level were used. The results of

this case are shown on Figure 9. The flight control system

has the effect of raising the flutter speed and decreasing

the slope of the unstable root. The decrease in the slope of
the unstable root makes the results with the flight control

system compare more favorably with analysis and airplane

flight experience.

The GBU-8 configuration analysis variations examined

here indicate that there is not an easy way to make the

configuration have a more severe flutter condition. The

analyses also indicate that the Flight Control System has the

effect of creating a condition more closely related to the

limited amplitude oscillation which is encountered in flight.

Based upon this series of analyses, it is concluded that the

flight test demonstration of the decoupler pylon be conducted
with GBU-8 configuration without any modifications.

The results of the flutter analyses which were performed

to determine the flight test store configuration are
summarized in Table i.
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DESIGN

The conceptual aesign study resulted in the decision to

use a hydraulic actuator to perform the alignment function.

There does not exist on the F-16 airplane sufficient

pneumatic power to actuate the alignment system. The

hydraulic system also had certain disadvantages. These were:

(i) hydraulic power lines would be required out to the pylon

location. These power lines did not exist and would have to

be added. (2) The pylon alignment system needs its power at

the same time that the aircraft control systems need maximum

power, which is during high g maneuvers. These hydraulic

system disadvantages clearly indicate the requirement for a

pylon aesign that has a minimum alignment force requirement.

The conceptual design pylon with a hydraulic alignment

system requires a pylon which is 15.24 cm (6 in.) deeper than

the current production pylon. This increased depth was

required to provide additional space for the movable pylon

mechanism.

Remote Pivot Concept

At the beginning of the contract reported herein a fresh

look at the pylon design which kept in mind the problem areas

discussed above was undertaken. This review of the

conceptual design configuration resulted in a new design

which eliminated each of the above problems. This design

uses a four pin, two link design which results in a remote

pivot which is at the center of gravity of the store. The

Belleville washer springs which were used for the pitch

spring in the conceptual design were replaced with a tapered

constant stress cantilevered beam spring. The remote pivot

and the beam spring resulted in a design which would fit

inside the existing production pylon external lines and have

13



greatly reduced store excursions. The requirement for

hydraulics to the pylon was also eliminated. The decoupler

pylon with a remote pivot is shown in Figure i0.

The remote pivot concept creates a unique nonlinear

spring problem which has been addressed. When the store is
aligned in a pitch direction, the apex of the four bar

linkage and the store c.g. are coincident. As the store

pitches it rotates about its c.g. but the apex of the links
moves from the store c.g. These effects result in geometry

changes in the pylon and the effective spring length with

respect to the pivot point is changed. These geometric

effects were examined early in the design to determine if

they would have a significant effect upon the pitch spring
rate as a function of the alignment angle. Computer aided

design technolgy was used to compute the location of each of

the components for the store misaligned by + 3 degrees. The

3 degree value was used because the decision was made to have

the spring bottom out against stops at + 3 degrees. These

geometric relationships were used to compute the effective

spring rate with respect to the store c.g. These geometric

relationships and the reactions in the links due to the

spring force are illustrated on Figure ii. The perpendicular

distance from the spring line of action to the store c.g.

changes from 111.76 cm (44 inches) with the store aligned to

103.76 cm (40.85 inches) for 3 degrees of nose down rotation

of the store. The perpendicular distance from the spring

line of action to the store c.g. is 118.47 cm (46.64 inches)

for the store 3 degrees nose up. The beam spring, which is

designed _or a linear spring rate on a 111.76 cm (44 inch)

arm, is compared to the effective spring rate which is due to
a change in length on Figure ii. The effective spring is

more flexible in the nose up position by 15%. In the nose

down position, the effective spring is 6% stiffer. These
changes in the spring rate are considered small and were not

included in the dynamic analysis.

14



Se I f--Al ig n ing System

The pylon misalignment angle is created by the airplane

maneuvers and the store pitching moment that results from

these maneuvers. The design criteria for maneuver loads

which was used during the conceptual design phase of the

pylon (ref. 8) was based upon MIL-A-8591E. The decision was

made at the beginning of the detailed design, to use F-16

rational maneuver loads in the design. These loads are based

upon analysis and F-16 flight test experience. The

MIL-A-8591E loads criteria states that store center of

gravity variations of +7.62 cm (+3 in.) should be included in

the loads analysis. The Air Force has specified that the

GBU-8 weapon shall have no more than + 1.27 cm (+0.5 in.) of

center of gravity variations. This value was used in the

design criteria.

The remote pivot design and the F-16 rational maneuver

loads reduced the store misalignment angle during maneuvering

by a large factor. The conceptual design pylon (Figure 3)

and the MIL-A-8591E loads criteria results in a maximum

misalignment angle of 8.8 degrees. The remote pivot and the

F-16 rational loads criteria results in a maximum

misalignment angle of 1.96 degrees. This very significant

reduction in the misal ignment angle results in reduced

al ig nment power requirements. These reduced power

requirements opened the possibility of using an electrical

alignment device. Electrical power existed at the pylon

station and this reduces the req.u irement s for wing

modifications to accommodate the pylons.

The design concept chosen for controlling the

self-aligning system is a simple limit switch actuated

system. Cams are provided that actuate switches when the

pylon is out of deadband region, in pitch, _0.5 degree. When

15



a switch is actuated, the alignment motor will drive the

pylon back toward zero degrees. The switches open at

approximately +.25 degree to deactivate the alignment system.

Two more limit switches are provided, one that is

actuated at 3 degrees nose up and one at 3 degrees nose down.

These switches cause lights to be illuminated on the

instrument panel and alert the pilot that maximum

misalignment has occurred. The electrical circuit for the

alignment system is shown on Figure 12.

Two additional limit switches located at the aft end of

the spring are provided that will stop the alignment motor
should the limit of the drive mechanism be reached.

The catalogs were examined to determine what types of

aircraft quality electric motors were available which could

be used to drive the pylon alignment system. EEMCO

Manufacturing builds such a unit which has i. 6 Hp.

Preliminary analyses indicated that a i. 2 Hp motor was

required for the alignment function. Therefore, a drive gear

box was designed which used the EEMCO Electric Motor. The

motor and gear box are shown on Figure 13. The gear box

drives a screw with a recirc_lating ball nut (Saginaw). The

ball nut is attached to the end ot the pitch spring. Moving

the ball nut up and down introduces pitch moment into the

store through the beam spring.

Pitch Damper

The decoupler feasibility study (ref. 8) indicated the

desirability of a pitch damper in conjunction with an

integral £eedback alignment system. The damping coefficient

was determined from the feasibility study analysis. Assuming

integral feedback in the alignment system and the remote

pivot design the required damping coefficient was computed.

16



To achieve this damping coefficient a hydraulic damper was

designed. The damping coefficient is achieved by pushing

hydraulic fluid through an orifice. The orifice is located

on the piston. Standard aircraft quality hydraulic oil is
used in the chamDer. The orifice is removable and

exchangeable to achieve the desired damping coefficient. The
orifices are standard off-the-shelf units that come with a

range of orifice sizes. The interchangeable orifices provide

the damper with a wide range of damping coefficients. The

damper is shown in Figure 14. The design is equipped with a

drain to fill and remove the fluid when disassembly is

required. The design includes features which provide ease of

assembly and disassembly for orifice change.

Electrical System

A master power control switch is provided in the crew

station that enables (i) DC power only (2) both AC and DC

power and (3) all power off. With DC power only applied, the

alignment system is deactivated and the indication system is

active. With AC and DC power on, the alignment and

indication system are both active. With both AC and DC power

off, all pylon systems are inactive.

F-16 number 2 has only an emergency jettison system, not

a full up Stores Management System (SMS). Therefore, only

emergency 3ettison wiring is provided in the pylons. The

airplane number 2 emergency jettison system is shown on

Figure 15.

Thus, when the pilot elects to jettison the stores, all

stores will be released as there is no selective jettison

capability on the aircraft. The pylon for the fuel tank

would also be 3ettisoned, but the decoupler pylon would not.

17



FABRICATION OF PYLONS

The decoupler pylons were fabricated using materials,

processes for materials and parts, and manufacturing methods

that are standard and common in the aircraft industry. The

machining tolerances, inspection methods and procedures, and

surface finishes were those conventional for the materials

and parts as used. The ground tests described in a later

section of this report revealed that the alignment of the

link pins with respect to each other is critical to free

movement of the lower pylon. This is necessary to assure

that there is no tendency for out-of-plane rotation of one

pin with respect to the other and thus induce binding.

The materials used for the major components are shown in

Figure 16. The drawing/part numbers for the decoupler pylon

are shown in Table A1 of Appendix A. A pictorial

representation of the drawing build-up is shown in Figure A1

of Appendix A. A Drief summary follows, for each of the

major parts, defining the material used, inspections

performed, and applied finishes.

Upper Support Fitting (Strongback) - 676S040

The upper support fitting (strongback) is 2121-T851

aluminum. The part was machined from six inch bar stock.

Aluminum bronze bushings were pressed into the holes for the

link attachment 3oints and the alignment system attachment

3oint. The part was penetrant inspected and painted. The

surfaces were chromic acid anodized, primed with an epoxy

primer, and painted with two coats of urethane.
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Lower Pylon Side Plates - 676S030

The lower pylon side plates are PHI5-7MO(THI050)

stainless steel. The part was machined _rom 3/4 inch plate

stock. Aluminum bronze bushings were pressed into the holes

for the link attachment joints. Holes were added to the side

plates for pin attachments to the MAU-12-D/A bomb rack and

for access as required for operation of the rack. The side

plates were heat treated to 190 ksi ultimate tensile

strength. The parts were penetrant inspected and painted.

The plates were passivated, primed with epoxy primer, and

painted with two coats of urethane.

Links And Pins- 676S032, 676S033, 676S034

The forward and aft links that attach the lower pylon to

the upper pylon are D6AC steel heat treated to 220-240 ksi

ultimate tensile strength. The parts were machined from 3

inch bar stock. The links were magnetic particle inspected

and painted. The surfaces were cadmium plated and primed

with epoxy primer.

The attachment pins, 676S033, are D6AC steel heat

treated to 260-280 ksi ultimate tensile strength. The parts

were machined from 1 1/2 inch diameter bar stock with the

finish diameter accomplished by grinding. The pins were

nital etched after grinding and magnetic particle inspected.

Lubrication fittings were incorporated in the ends of th9

pins and holes provided to lubricate the joints.
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Spring And Pins - 676S036, 676S037

The spring, 676S036, that provides the pitch moment

stiffness for the lower pylon is PHI3-8Mo(H950) stainless

steel heat treated to 220 ksi ultimate tensile strength. The

part was machined from 2 inch bar stock. Aluminum bronze

bushings were installed in the holes provided for attachment

o£ the screw 3ack fitting. The spring was penetrant

inspected, passivated, primed and painted with urethane.

The pins, 676S037, attaching the spring to the lower

pylon are D6AC steel heat treated to 260-280 ksi ultimate

tensile strength. The pins were made from 1 1/4 inch

diameter bar stock with the finish diameter accomplished by

grinding. The pins were nital etched after grinding,

penetrant inspected, and solid film lubricant applied.

Damper Assembly - 676M010

The ma3or components of the damper assembly are the

outer cylinder and the piston. The damper assembly is shown

on Figure 14.

The damper cylinder, 676M011, is 2124-T851 aluminum.

The part was machined from 3 inch plate stock. Aluminum

bronze bushings were installed in holes provided for

attachment to the forward support link. The part was

penetrant inspected. The interior surface of the cylinder

was hard anodized. The exterior surface was anodized, primed

with epoxy primer, and painted with two coats of urethane.

The piston, 676M012, is PHI3-SMo(HI000) stainless steel.

The part was machined from 2 inch diameter bar stock. The
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heat treat of the piston is 200 ksi ultimate tensile

strength. The part was penetrant inspected and the seal
rubbing surfaces were chrome plated.

Alignment Assembly - 676M040

The ma3or structural components of the alignment

assembly are the 676041 alignment screw, 676M045 gears, and

676M043 gear case parts. The 676041 alignment screw is a

17-4PH stainless steel purchased part which has been nitrided

(case hardened) by a malcomizing treatment. A minimum amount

of machining was required on each end to accommodate the

gears and lower support plate.

The 676M045 gears in the alignment gear train are

purchased parts from the Boston Gear Co. The parts are

AISIIII7 steel gears which have been case hardened to

withstand gear operations.

The 676M043 gear cases are 2124-T851 aluminum parts that

have been machined from bar stock, penetrant inspected, and

painted. The parts were chromic acid anodized, primed with

epoxy primer, and painted with two coats of urethane.

External Skins - 676S043

The pylon skins and fairings are 2024-T81 and 2024-T62

aluminum respectively. The parts were cut and formed as

necessary to the required contour. Parts were penetrant

inspected, chem filmed, primed, and painted with urethane.
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PYLON ANALYSES

The detailed design tasks were supported with a complete

set of analysis tasks. These supporting analyses included

dynamic analyses and loads and stress analyses. The analysis

task utilized existing F-16 aircraft structural and aero-

dynamic data. This data was made available to this project

from the F-16 data bases.

Dynamic Analysis

Structural Representation. - A finite element

representation of the structure was employed. The structural

model was composed of 730 beam and plate type elements with

946 independent degrees of freedom. The stiffness matrix of

each element was assembled into a stiffness matrix for the

entire unsupported structure. Only one side of the plane of

symmetry was represented. Boundary conditions were employed

along the plane of symmetry to restrict the simulation to

symmetric (antisymmetric) loads and deflections. A minimum

number of coordinates necessary to remove the rigid body

symmetric (antisymmetric) modes were fixed. The matrix was

then inverted to obtain the symmetric (antisymmetric)

flexibility matrix for the supported case. The idealization

of the structure is shown by the solid lines in Figure 17.

The dashed lines show the external lines of the airplane.

The free-free natural modes of vibration were computed

by a method which effectively released the fixed° points in

the flexibility matrix. Both symmetric and antisymmetric

modes o£ vibration were computed. The natural modes computed

with the production pylons had previously been computed and

compared with modes measured during ground vibration tests.

The finite element model had previously been modified to

achieve good correlation between computed and measured data.
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The weight and inertia characteristics of the external

stores considered in this study are shown in Table 2. The

weight data shown in the table does not include the pylon or

launcher. The pitch and yaw inertia are the same for each
store. The roll inertia of the tank is the value for the

empty tank. That is, the roll inertia of the fuel is assumed
to be zero.

The finite element simulation of the weapon pylon and

its attachment to the wing at station 120 is shown on Figure

18. The pylon vertical load and pitching moment are reacted

by the wing at the forward and aft attach points at wing

station 120. The pylon rolling moment is distributed to the

wing by an "H" frame. The roll moment is reacted by vertical

loads applied to node points close to wing station 120.

These nodes are located at wing stations 102, 140, and two

stations on either side of 120. The yaw loads are reacted by

a torque tube located between the wing and the lower portion

of the pylon.

A side view of the weapon pylon geometry is shown in

Figure 19. The upper part of the figure shows the

representation used for the production pylon in the study

described in reference 8. Also shown on the upper part of

the figure is the location of the pylon pivot (in airplane

scale) that was simulated during the wind tunnel tests of the

F-16 1/4 scale flutter model. The lower part of Figure 19

shows the geometry of the finite element representation of

the current decoupler pylon design. The pylon has a remote

pivot which is located at the c.g. of the weapon, when the

weapon is in the aligned position.

After a detailed layout drawing of the pylon design was

made, pylon yaw and roll stiffnesses were computed. These
stiffnesses are shown _le 3 -_on _ a,,_ compared with the
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production pylon values. The stiffness data shown in Table 3

was incorporated into the airplane simulation to compute the

complete airplane symmetric and antisymmetric modes of
vibration. This stiffness data was updated after the ground
tests and this revised stiffness data is shown in the section

titled PYLONGROUNDTESTS.

A preliminary estimate of the decoupler pylon weight was

made from the layout drawing. This weight includes the

MAU-12 rack, and does not include the alignment device and

the damper. This weight of 1164 N (261.79 ib) is

approximately the same as the production pylon. Therefore, a
weight of 1356.6 N (305 ib) was used in the complete airplane

simulation to compute modes of vibration prior to the ground

tests. The pylon was weighed after final assembly and this

weight is 1575.6 N (354.22 ib). This weight was used to

conduct the final flutter analysis.

Aerodynamic Representation. - The doublet lattice method

was used to compute the oscillatory aerodynamic pressure

distributions. The particular version of the method that was

employed is described in reference 9. The method has been

programmed and the AFFDL designation of the computer program

is H7WC.

The aerodynamic panel arrangement is shown in Figure 20.

The wing is represented by nine spanwise strips from span

station 41.5 to 180. Each strip is divided into nine

chordwise panels. The flaperon is represented by the last

three chordwise panels of each strip extending from span

station 41.5 to 140. The tip missile is represented by a

single strip extending from span station 180 to 189.335 which

is divided into eight chordwise panels. No aerodynamic

forces were applied to the under wing stores, i.e., the GBU-8

and the 370 gallon tank.
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The horizontal tail is represented by four spanwise

strips divided into four chordwise panels per strip. The

vertical tail is represented by seven spanwise strips with

seven chordwise panels each. The rudder is represented by
the aft three chordwise panels of the strip between waterline

136.0 and 217.5. The ventrals are represented by three
panels.

The fuselage is represented by both interference panels

and a slender body. Eleven interference panels and fourteen

slender body segments are located along the fuselage

centerline in a streamwise direction. The region between the

fuselage representation and the wing and the horizontal tail

shelf is represented by a single strip of lifting surface

panels.

A comparison of stability derivatives derived from wind

tunnel data with stability derivatives computed with the

doublet lattice aerodynamic representation is shown in
reference i.

Method for Determining Pylon Dynamic Characteristics. -

A series of analyses to determine the pylon spring rate,

damping, and alignment system gain as a function of airplane

velocity was conducted. These analyses utilized the

equations of motion which were described in Reference 8 and

are repeated in this document in Appendix B.

Symmetric and Antisymmetric Natural Modes of Vibration.

The natural modes of vibration were computed with the finite

element simulation shown on Figure 17 and the production and

decoupler pylon simulations shown on Figure 19.

The first three analytical symmetric modes of vibration

with the GBU-8 on the production pylon are shown in Figure
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21. The first mode is identified as wing bending with a

frequency of 3.869 Hz. The second mode is identified as

GBU-8 pitch (also characterized by wing torsional motion) at

a frequency of 5.343 Hz. The third mode is identified as tip
missile pitch (also characterized by wing tip torsional

motion) at a frequency of 6.135 Hz. The frequencies of the

first three modes shown on Figure 21 are tabulated in Table 4

along with the frequencies of the next seven higher modes.

These mode frequencies are listed under the heading

"Production Pylon Analysis" in Table 4.

The symmetric natural frequencies that were measured

during ground vibration tests of the airplane are also

taDulated in Table 4. The good correlation that exists

between the computed and measured frequencies is shown.

The column of natural frequencies under the "Decoupler

Zero Pitch Feasibility Study" (Table 4) was computed during

the feasibility study (ref.8) and have a single pylon pivot

located 25.4 cm (i0 in.) below the wing plane. The column of

natural frequencies under the heading "Decoupler Zero Pitch

Current Design" (Table 4) was computed by using the decoupler

pylon simulation shown on Figure 19 and identified as current

design simulation. Comparing the columns it can be seen that

the most significant difference that occurs when the pylon

and store are free to pitch is the elimination of the mode

identified as "Sta. 120 GBU-8-Pitch."

The first three symmetric natural modes for the case in

which the GBU-8 is carried by the current design decoupler

pylon with zero pitch stiffness are shown on Figure 22.

After completing the ground vibration tests and the

influence coefficient measurements of the completed pylon

hardware on a fixture, the measured data was used to develop

the final pylon stiffness finite element simulation.
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This pylon stiffness data was used to compute

cantilevered pylon natural frequencies and mode shapes.
These mode frequencies are compared with the test results on

Table 5. The revised pylon finite element simulation was

incorporated into the complete airplane simulation and

symmetric natural frequencies and modes were computed. These

natural frequencies are shown on Table 4. The increased

lateral and yaw flexibilities result in a large number of low

frequency modes.

The first three symmetric natural modes for the case in

which the pylon simulation reflects the test data are shown
on Figure 23.

Antisymmetric natural modes of vibration were computed

with the GBU-8 carried on the production pylon as represented

by the simulation shown in Figure 19. The first three

antisymmetric modes of vibration are shown on Figure 24. The
£irst mode is identified as the GBU-8 pitch mode (also

characterized by wing torsional motion) with a frequency of

5.112 Hz. The second mode is identified as the tip missile
pitch mode (also characterized by wing tip torsional motion)

with a frequency of 5.418 Hz. The third mode is identified as

the GBU-8 yaw mode with a frequency of 7.118 Hz. The

frequencies of the first three modes shown on Figure 24 are

tabulated in Table 6 along with the frequencies of the next

seven higher antisymmetric modes.

The antisymmetric natural frequencies that were measured

during ground vibration tests of the airplane are also

tabulated in Table 6. The good correlation that exists

between the computed and measured frequencies is shown.

The column of natural frequencies under the heading
"Decoupler Zero Pitch Feasibility Study" (Table 6) were
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computed during the feasibility study and have a single pylon

pivot located 25.4 cm (I0 in.) below the wing plane. The
column of natural frequencies under the heading "Decoupler

Zero Pitch Current Design" (Table 6) was computed by using

the decoupler pylon simulation shown on Figure 19 and

identified as current design simulation. Comparing the

columns it can be seen that the feasibility study simulation

and the current design simulation eliminates the GBU-8 pitch

mode. The first three antisymmetric modes of vibration with

a zero decoupler pitch spring are shown on Figure 25. The

first mode is the missile pitch. The second mode is the tank

pitch mode and the third mode is the GBU-8 yaw mode.

The first 16 modes which were computed with the current

design simulation and the zero pitch spring together with

rigid body lateral translation, roll and yaw were coupled

with the store pitch mode to obtain a set of modes identified

as "Decoupler Spring Coupled Current Design" modes in Table

6. These modes were obtained by substituting Equation B5

into Equation B3 (Appendix B) and solving for the coupled

modes of vibration. A spring rate of 3502 N/cm (2000 ib/in)

with the spring located 111.76 cm (44.0 inches) from a

vertical axis through the c.g. of the store was used in these

modes. This spring rate reflects the final detailed design

value.

The first three antisymmetric natural modes for the

cases in which the GBU-8 is carried by the decoupler pylon

with a pylon spring of 3502 N/cm (2000 ib/in) are shown in

Figure 26. The first mode is the GBU-8 pitch mode. The

second mode is the tip missile pitch mode. The third mode is

the GBU-8 yaw mode.

The ground test data was incorporated into the complete

airplane simulation and antisymmetric natural frequencies and

modes were computed. These natural frequencies are shown on
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Table 6. The increased lateral and yaw flexibilities result

in a larger number of low frequency modes.

The first three antisymmetric natural modes for the case

in which the pylon simulation matches the test data are shown

on Figure 27. The three lowest frequency modes are primary
GBU-8 store modes.

Flutter Analysis. - The equations of motion for a

flutter analysis with the decoupler pylon, with a non-zero

pitch spring, are expressed by equation BI3 (Appendix B) with

C and G set equal to zero along with the forcing function on

the right side of the equation. All subsequent analyses

herein assume a value of 0.01 for the structural damping

gr" The spring coupling terms produced by the decoupler

pylon spring prevent the equations from being solved by the

conventional flutter analysis method.

The method used herein is to treat the decoupler pylon

spring as a feedback loop in a feedback mechanism. The loop

can be broken to compute the open-loop frequency response

function. The equations of motion for computing the

generalized coordinate response to an input deflection to the

pylon spring are shown in equation B9. The ratio of store

pitch (relative to the wing) to the input pitch angle applied

to the spring is computed by equation BI0. If the real and

imaginary parts of equation BI0 are plotted with frequency as

the independent variable, the (+i,0) point is the critical

point for determining stability because equation BI0 is the

expression for positive feedback. If the right hand side of

equation BI0 is multiplied by a minus-one, the (-i,0) point

becomes the critical point for determining stability because

the feedback has to be multiplied by a second minus-one

before summing with the input (negative feedback). The

latter option was used throughout this study.
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For a system with negative
function for the closed loop is

x (s) G
o

xi(s) I+GH

where

feedback, the transfer

(i)

x is the input signal as a function of the Laplace
1

variable, s.

x is the output signal.
o

G is the Laplace transform of the forward loop.

H is the Laplace transform of the feedback loop.

s is i_

The Nyquist criteria provides a means of determining the

staDility of the closed loop system from a plot of the

open-loop Frequency Response Function (FRF), G(i_ ) H(i _ ).

If there are values of s on the right hand side of the

Laplace plane that cause the function I+GH to become zero

(right-hand side zero) then the system is unstable. The

system is stable if all zeros are on the left hand side. If

the function GH is plotted over the frequency range from

minus infinity to plus infinity, the number of clockwise (CW)

enclosures of the (-i,0) point is equal to the difference

between the number of right hand zeros (Z) and right hand

poles (P) (values of s that cause I+GH to become infinite).

N = Z - P (2)

Hence, stability of the closed loop system can be deduced by

determining N from the plot o£ GH and determining P by some

other means. The feedback system H has no right hand side

poles for the systems considered in this report. The
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unaugmented s_stem is stable when the forward loop, G, has no

right hand side poles. If the system has right hand side

poles it is unstable.

Hence, for the case in which G is stable it can be

deduced that I+GH has no right hand side poles and P in

equation 2 is zero. In that case, the number of CW

enclosures of the (-i,0) point is equal to the number of

right hand side zeros. Restated, if there are no CW

enclosures of the (-i,0) point, the closed loop system is

stable. Otherwise, it has one instability for each CW

enclosure.

For the case in which G is unstable there will be a pair

of complex conjugate poles for each non-zero frequency

instability. For example, if P is two then for the closed

loop system to be stable (Z=0) there must be two

counterclockwise enclosures of the (-i,0) point to satisfy

equation 2. One will occur for negative frequencies and one

will occur for positive frequencies.

The open loop FRF is computed at a fixed velocity and a

fixed arbitrary spring rate to determine the negative axis

crossing. The spring rate is adjusted to make the

negative axis crossing magnitude equal to -I.0. This spring

rate and velocity determine a point on the velocity versus

spring rate curve. By computing the FRF at additional

velocity values and ad3usting the spring rate, a complete

flutter boundary can be developed. This type of analysis was

used during the feasibility study (ref. 8) and was used in

the analyses presented here.

A curve of spring rate versus flutter velocity has been

developed for the current design pylon using the concepts

presented above. A curve of required spring rate for a fixed

damping value and zero aligrument gain is shown on Figure 28
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for the current design. The spring rates shown on the curve

have units of kN/cm (ib/in) at a location 111.76 cm (44.0

in.) from the weapon c.g. A damping value of 383.5 N sec/cm
(219 ib sec/in.) located 54.1 cm (21.3 inches) from the pivot

was used in the analysis. This damping value is equivalent
to 140 N sec/cm (80 Ib sec/in) at 89.4 cm (35.21 in.) from

the weapon c.g., which was the nominal value used during the

£easibility study (ret. 8). The flutter speed for this

damping value obtained during the feasibility study is also

shown on Figure 28. The production pylon flutter speed is
also shown on Figure 28 at an estimated spring rate value.

The current design pylon analysis was computed for a damping

value of zero. This data is also shown on Figure 28.

These results indicate that the spring rate that results

in maximum flutter speed is approximately 7004 N/cm (4000

ib/in) at 111.76 cm (44.0 inches) from the pivot. A spring

rate of 3502 N/cm (2000 Ib/in.) has been chosen as the value

to use in the design. This spring rate provides more than

adequate increase in flutter speed and will probably be

acceptable _or lighter weapon carriage. This lower spring
rate also results in lower loads in the alignment system

linkage and drive train.

Conventional symmetric and antisymmetric flutter

analyses were conducted using the natural modes and

frequencies for the complete airplane computed with the pylon

test stiffness data. The frequencies are listed in Tables 4

and 6. The unsteady aerodynamic data for the analysis was

computed with the doublet lattice procedure for a Mach number
of 0.9. The symmetric k solution flutter speed at an

altitude of sea level is greater than 514.4 m/s (I000 kts).

The antisymmetric analysis has a lowly damped root
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which crosses zero damping at 283 m/s (550 kts) and reaches a

maximum damping value of 0.019 at 418 m/s (813 kts). This

root has a frequency of 5.2 Hz.

A nonlinear flutter analysis of the airplane with the
decoupler pylon was also conducted. The basic flutter

analysis is based on a linear system with a constant spring

rate. In the event that the store deflection with respect to

the wing exceeds 3 degrees, the pylon will impact the pylon
internal stops. This results in an increase in the effective

pitch spring rate creating a nonlinear system.

A method for solving the nonlinear wing/store flutter

problem is presented in reference 4. The analysis is based

on the "Describing Function" or equivalent linearization

method. The basis of the describing function method is to

assume a sinusoidal displacement and then compute the load

developed in the nonlinear spring. The spring load is then

expanded into a Fourier series. The spring constant (Ke) of
the equivalent linear spring is then determined by obtaining

the ratio of the fundamental load term to the displacement

amplitude. Higher order harmonics of the load series are

assumed to be negligible.

where
e

e

M

M

Ke

e = 8 + 81sin _t (3a)

M = M + _ Mnsin net (3b)
n=l

Ke = MI/81 (3=)

K ____

= store pitch angle

= static store pitch angle due to preload

= static preload moment

= elastic restoring moment about store pitch axis

= equivalent linear spring constant of nonlinear

pitch spring

spring rate of linear soft spring
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8

Mo

N

81

= describing function = Ke/K
= static preload required to deflect store against

hard spring

= ratio of hard spring constant to soft spring
constant

= amplitude of sinusoidal store oscillation

The relationships of this method are illustrated in Figure 29

which is reproduced from reference 4.

Once the equivalent rate (Ke) has been calculated, the
describing function ( 8 ) may then be found for a given value

of M--/Mo and 81/80 . These results are then coupled with the
linear flutter data to generate a nonlinear flutter boundary

for a given ratio of the hard to soft spring rates (N).

Figures 30, 31, and 32 present the results of the
nonlinear flutter analysis. These figures represent spring

rate ratios of 6,10 and 20, respectively. The actual spring

rates of the decoupler pylon were measured during the

structural and operational pylon testing which established

the spring rate ratio. These ratios measured during the
influence coefficient tests are 15.6 nose up against the stop

and 10.3 nose down against the stop. As seen in the figures,

increasing the static preload moment (M) results in a lower

flutter speed than the linear system. The actual flight
conditions for the GBU-8 store on the F-16 result in a

maximum M/M ratio of 0.54 which will have a negligibleo
effect on the aircraft flutter velocity as seen in the

figures. Increases in the ratio of M/MO for values greater

than one and smaller values of the 81/9 o ratio decreases the
flutter speed. The flutter speed is reduced at a faster rate

for the large values of N.
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Stability of Decoupler Pylon. - The critical value of

alignment gain was computed for symmetric and antisymmetric

motion for two decoupler pitch spring rates. These spring

rates were 3502 N/cm (2000 ib/in.) and 7005 N/cm (4000

ib/in). The alignment gain was evaluated for two damping

values for the 3502 N/cm spring. All analyses described in

this section were computed with the flight control system

engaged. The analyses were conducted for sea level air

density and Mach number of 0.9.

The degrees of freedom employed in all antisymmetric

analyses consisted of rigid body lateral translation, rigid

body yaw, rigid body roll, the first 16 antisymmetric modes

of vibration (with a zero stiffness decoupler pitch spring),

and the store pitch mode. The pylon spring and damping loops

and the flight control system loops were closed and the

alignment loop was open as expressed by Equation BI2

(Appendix B). The system was driven by the forces produced

by an input deflection to the alignment system.

The critical alignment gain can be determined from the

FRF between the store pitch response angle and the input

angle. These critical gain values were computed for fixed

velocities. These gain calculations were made at two damping

values for the 3502 N/cm (2000 ib/in.) spring and one damping

value for the 7005 N/cm (4000 ib/in.) spring. The results of

these analyses are presented in Figure 33, which is a plot of

critical alignment gain versus velocity. The effect of pylon

damping on the critical alignment gain for the 3502 N/cm

spring is shown. The alignment gain values are for an

alignment system location which is 111.76 cm (44.0 inches)

from the weapon c.g. in a fore and aft direction.

MIL-F-9490D (USAF) specifies a gain margin of 6dB for

the aircraft flight control system at the airplane limit

speed. This criteria has been applied to the alignment
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system critical gain values for the design spring rate (3502

N/cm). Therefore the gain values presented on Figure 33
would be reauced to one-half the predicted value to meet this

criteria. The alignment system gain of 16.11 KN sec/cm (9200

ib sec/in) with a damping value o£ 383.5 N sec/cm (219 ib

sec/in) will provide the 6 dB gain margin at limit velocity.

With a damping value o_ 175 N sec/cm (i00 ib sec/in) and a
value of alignment gain of 5604 N sec/cm (3200 ib sec/in) the

system will meet the 6 dB gain margin. The alignment gain

margins are approximately constant as a function of velocity.
These requirements are based upon having a servo controlled

alignment system. The decoupler pylon has an electrical

drive motor and gear box with an on-off switch.

The electrical alignment system has a dead band region

which is set by the on-off switches. Therefore, with small

misalignment angles the alignment device is inactive, and the

alignment device does not act continuously.

The degrees of freedom employed in the symmetric

analyses consisted of rigid body vertical translation, rigid

body pitch, the first 17 symmetric modes of vibration (with a
zero stiffness decoupler pitch spring), and the store pitch

mode. The critical alignment gain was obtained in the same

manner as previously described for the ant isymmetr ic

analyses. The critical gain is plotted versus velocity on

Figure 34. Since the symmetric flutter speeds (without the
alignment system) are very high, the alignment gain does not

reduce to zero over the speed range plotted. It can also be

seen that the values of the alignment system gain, which was

selected on the basis of the antisymmetric analyses, are

satisfactory for the symmetric analyses.
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Aeroservoelastic Analysis. - The coupling effects

between the decoupler pylon mechanism and the F-16 Flight

Control System (FCS) were studied. The decoupler pylon

design should not introduce any FCS instabilities.

Variations in decoupler spring rate and damping values have

been evaluated as a function of velocity using the

antisymmetric airplane modes of vibration and the lateral

Flight Control System.

The antisymmetric FCS is a dual channel system. The

separate channels are identified as yaw and roll. The yaw

channel processes input from the airplane lateral

accelerometer, yaw rate gyro and roll rate gyro. The

processed signal from these sensors commands the rudder. The

block diagram for this channel is shown on Figure 35. The

roll channel responds to a single input, the airplane roll

rate gyro, and commands the aileron which is a combination of

differential flaperons and differential horizontal tails.

The block diagram for this channel is shown on Figure 36.

The values of the variable gains identified on Figures 35 and

36 are shown on Table 7 for Mach numbers of 0.6, 0.9, and

1.2. The antisymmetric analysis with the early estimates of

the pylon lateral stiffnesses and the nominal decoupler pitch

spring was conducted with the spring and damper on the left

hand side of equation BI3 (Appendix B). The FCS yaw loop was

also closed and the stability boundary was determined from

the open loop roll channel. The analyses were conducted for

several velocities to obtain the velocity at which the roll

loop has critical gain. These velocities have been plotted

versus decoupler spring rate on Figure 37. A curve is shown

for a damping value of 383.5 N sec/cm (219 ib sec/in). This

curve was extended to a spring rate-velocity combination

which was above the unaugmented flutter speed. The analysis

at this point indicated that the FCS did not increase the

unaugmented flutter speed. The analysis was repeated at

spring rate of 3502 N/cm and a damping value of 175.1
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N sec/cm (100 ib sec/in). This combination results in a

slight increase in speed. With this combination of spring and

damper the allowable alignment gain is reduced (Figure 33).
The FCS degrades the flutter speed, which is the same
conclusion which was arrived at during the feasibility study

(ref. 8).

An analysis of the symmetric FCS was also conducted.

The symmetric FCS is a single channel system. The pitch

channel processes input from the airplane vertical
accelerometer, pitch rate gyro and the airplane angle of

attack. The processed signal from these sensors commands the

symmetric horizontal tails. The block diagram for this
channel is shown on Figure 38. The analysis of the symmetric

modes and the open loop pitch channel indicates no adverse

coupling between the pitch channel and the flexible airplane

with the decoupler pylon. The system is stable with large

margins up to a velocity of 305. 5 m/s (594 kts) at an
altitude of sea level.

Symmetric and antisymmetric aeroservoelastic analyses
were conducted with the pylon simulation based upon the

ground test data. The symmetric analysis was conducted with

the pitch loop open. At M=0.9 and at an altitude of sea

level the pitch loop has a large gain and phase margin. The

antisymmetric analysis was conducted with the yaw loop closed

and the roll loop open. The analysis was conducted with the

unsteady aerodynamic terms computed for a Mach number of 0.g.

By conducting the analysis with the yaw loop closed, the

stability of the yaw loop is indicated and the stability and

gain and phase margin of the roll loop are indicated. The

results of these analyses are summarized on Table 8. The

airplane is stable and has sufficient gain and phase margin

at speeds up to 271.6 m/s (528 kts). At 305.5 m/s (594 kts)

the yaw loop drives the airplane unstable and the roll loop

does not stabilize the instability. At the lower velocities
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the roll loop has more than adequate gain and phase margins.

At 305.5 m/s a 90° phase lead in the roll loop and a factor

of 3 increase in the roll loop are required to stabilize the

instability created by the yaw loop. The instability caused

by the yaw loop is at 5.3 Hz and is most likely aggravated by
the two low frequency GBU-8 lateral modes at 4.901 and 5.211
Hz (Table 6).

Response To Abrupt Maneuvers. - The decoupler pylon

alignment system performance was evaluated by conducting a

series of time history response to abrupt maneuvers analyses.

Two symmetric maneuver conditions were selected from the F-16

flight test experiences which result in large GBU-8 pitching

moment about the store c.g. The two maneuver conditions are

a 3 g pushover and a 6 g pull up. A rudder kick maneuver was

also used to evaluate the alignment system performance. The

airplane angle of attack, vertical load factor, and pitch

acceleration for the two symmetric maneuvers are shown on

Figure 39. These two maneuver time histories were computed

from F-16 rational loads data.

Analyses were conducted to evaluate the alignment system

performance using the F-16 maneuver conditions and to derive

the optimum combination of the alignment motor on-off

switching system. Variables included variations in store

c.g. location, misalignment angle at the beginning of the

maneuver and angle at which the alignment motor comes on and

goes off. The store c.g. was varied + 1.27 cm (+0.5 inches)

from the nominal value. Misalignment angles of zero and +0.4

degrees were used. The alignment motor was turned on in

every case when the misalignment angle exceeded +0.5 degrees.

The alignment motor turn off angle was set at zero degrees,

0.25 degrees and 0.5 degrees.

The analysis included the alignment drive system

performance which includes the screw jack, gear box and the
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motor performance. The screw jack resisting torque was

computed from the following equation:

dmW xfsdm • Zcos8 n

T=--_-- _dmcos8 n - fs £

(4)

where

T

W

d
m

8
n

n

f
s

is torque

is reaction load against screw

Is the screw thread diameter = 2.2098 cm (0.87 in)

is the thread angle = 3 degrees

is the number of threads per inch = 4

is the coefficient of friction of the recirculating

balls = 0.02

= np where p is the screw pitch = 0.25

The above equation, the gear box gear ratio and gear

inertia and the motor performance curve were used to compute

the time required to return the store from a misalignment

angle. The system was assumed to be 95% efficient. The

motor manufacturer, EEMCO, provided the motor inertia value

and the time required to engage the motor brake after the

power to the motor is turned off. This time is 0.15 seconds.

The motor brake braking torque was also obtained from EEMCO.

This value is 2.54 N m (22.5 in.lbs). The motor torque

versus RPM and motor efficiency which were obtained from

EEMCO are shown on Figure 40.

Time history analyses were conducted for the

combinations of variables discussed above to determine the

optimum combination of the alignment system on-off switches

which will minimize the misalignment angle. The combination

of variables which produced the maximum misalignment angle
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was determined from the analysis for the symmetric maneuvers.

For the symmetric pushover maneuver, the aft store c.g. and

an initial misalignment of -0.4 degrees results in maximum

misalignment without the alignment system activated. For the

symmetric pullup maneuver, the aft store c.g. and an initial

misalignment of +0.4 degrees results in maximum misalignment

without the alignment system activated. The misalignment

angles versus time for these conditions are shown on Figure

41. The maximum misalignment angle, with the motor off, for

the symmetric pushover is -2.0 degrees. The maximum

misalignment angle with the motor off, for the symmetric

pullup is +2.75 degrees. These two cases have also been

evaluated for motor on at +0.5 degrees, motor off at +0.5

degrees and motor on at +0.5 degrees, motor off at +0.25

degrees. These misalignment angles versus time are also

shown on Figure 41. In both maneuver cases the alignment

system significantly reduces the maximum misalignment angle.

The maximum misalignment angle is the same for both switch

off angles. The motor off at +0.25 degrees results in no

store oscillations which makes this switch configuration

superior to the motor off at +0.5 degrees case.

A complete set of misalignment angle versus time cases

for the switches on at +0.5 degrees and the switches off at

+0.25 degrees are presented in Append ix C. The data

presented in Appendix C shows the effect upon the

misalignment angle of having the alignment system

operational, the effect of variation in store c.g. and

response for variations in starting misalignment. The store

c.g. was varied +1.27 cm (+0.5 inches) from nominal value.

The analysis was conducted for beginning misalignment angles

of zero and +0.4 degrees.

A rudder kick maneuver at 0.9 Mach and at an altitude of

sea level was also used to evaluate the pylon alignment

system. This type of maneuver creat _ _ nose up store
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pitching moment. The misalignment angle versus time for the

rudder kick maneuver is shown in Appendix D for the neutral,

aft and forward store c.g. locations. The maximum

misalignment angle for all three c.g. locations is 1.41

degrees with the alignment system off and an initial

misalignment of +0.4 degrees. With the alignment system

operating and the switches set to come on at _0.5 degrees and

go off at _0.25 degrees, the maximum misalignment angle is

-0.78 degrees.

The analytical data presented above was used as the

basis for selecting the ground test conditions for evaluating

the alignment system. An input store pitching moment time

history which closely resembles the moment created by the

rudder kick was used in the ground tests. The alignment

system on-off switches were set to a nominal value of on at

_0.5 degrees and off at _0.25 degrees.

Flutter Detection Device Criteria. - The F-16 airplane

has been flight tested with production pylons and the GBU-8

weapon (GBU-8 configuration). Limited amplitude flutter

oscillations on this airplane store configuration is

experienced in flight. Flight test instrumentation includes

an accelerometer on the nose of the GBU-8 weapon measuring

vertical motion and on the forward part of the wing tip

launcher measuring vertical motion. The flutter frequency is

5.0 Hz. These two accelerometers read approximately the same

amplitude during the flutter oscillation. The maximum

amplitude which has been observed at these locations is +1.15

g's during ig flight without airplane excitation in smooth

air. During flight flutter testing of this configuration the

5.0 Hz flutter mode was excited through the airplane control

system. The maximum response observed during excitation is

_2.8 g's.
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Based upon this flight test experience a flutter

detection device criteria has been developed. The detection

device should monitor the accelerometer mounted on the wing

tip launcher forward location in the vertical direction. The
device should have a filter band from 4 to 10 Hz. The device

should be designed to count peaks greater than +3.5 g's and

when the count is greater than 3 per second it should
activate.

Store Separation Analysis. - Analyses to determine the

airplane and pylon response to ejection of the GBU-8 store

£rom the decoupler pylon and from the F-16 weapons pylon have

been conducted. The analyses were conducted utilizing a time

domain simulation of the airplane and pylon and the

continuous systems modeling program. The continuous systems

modeling program is a discrete time domain simulation of

linear or nonlinear system. Although the program has the

capability for simulating the transient aerodynamics and the

flight control system, the ejection analysis was conducted

without aerodynamic forces on the airplane. The ejection

analysis was conducted at a load factor of one g, and the

maneuver loads were added to the ejection load. Symmetric

pull up maneuvers, symmetrical pushover maneuvers and a

rudder maneuver were each added to the ejection loads. These

maneuvers give maximum total applied loads and moments on the

store.

The airplane and pylon were represented in the analysis

by rigid vertical translation and pitch degrees of freedom

and five symmetric free-free normal modes. The rotation of

the lower portion of the decoupler pylon was represented as a

discrete coordinate coupled to the other degrees of freedom.

The equations of motion are generated in the time domain and

given in the feasibility study (reference 8).
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The e3ection condition excitation consisted of the

application of a step function force and moment representing

the change in inertial loading of the pylon by removal of the
store and the simultaneous application of a force time

history of 68 milliseconds duration representing the ejector

rack thruster output. Small changes were made in the

e3ection force after this analysis was complete. The changes
were the result of the store ejection tests which were

conducted on the assembled pylon as part of the ground test.

Figure 42 illustrates the basics of the ejection

analysis simulation. Table 9 contains a summary of the
results obtained for the F-16 production weapon pylon as well

as the decoupler pylon. Comparing the one g data indicates
that the loads created by e3ection £orces are only slightly

higher on the decoupler pylon. The pylon to wing attachment

loads during ejection are less than the pylon design loads

used to design the decoupler. These design loads are
discussed in detail in the loads and stress analysis section

of this document.

Loads and Stress Analysis

Loads Criteria. - The decoupler pylon is designed

structurally to carry all of the stores currently certified

on the F-16 weapons pylon (16S500). The store carriages for

which the F-16 weapons pylon and the decoupler pylon have

been designed are shown on Tables i0 and Ii under the "BL

120" column and the "BL 71" column (excluding tank carriage,

which uses a 16S400 pylon). To support the flight test

program planned for the decoupler pylons, a minimum

structural margin of safety of +0.25 was maintained for loads

resulting from carriage of the GBU-8 store. A minimum margin

of safety of zero was maintained for all other stores

currently carried on the weapons pylon, except the (4) CBU-58

carriage which is not fully certified.
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The decoupler pylons are to be mounted at wing stations

3 and 7 (BL 120) and flight tested on F-16A No. 2. The

flight test program is to consist of carriage of the GBU-8

stores (only) on the pylons. The pylon alignment springs

have been tailored for the GBU-8 store and the minimum margin

of safety of +0.25 described above will provide structural
clearance for flight testing, with the GBU-8 store mounted on

the pylons, to design limit loads.

The stress analysis was made with the assumption that
the linkage apex remains aligned. The maximum GBU-8 store

rotation is less than 2° and thus will remain aligned.

Additional studies and analyses would be required (relative

to spring stiffnesses and store rotation) for flight testing
of stores other than the GBU-8.

Critical Load Conditions. - The decoupler pylon is

designed to both GBU-8 and non-GBU-8 load conditions. There

were 256 GBU-8 load conditions and 74 non-GBU-8 load

which were considered in the analysis. These load conditions

in their original form are defined with respect to the

wing-pylon attachment points. A computer program was

developed which took these interface loads and distributed

them to the pylon internal members.

The computer program performed the following functions:

. Transferred wing reference point loads to the pylon

linkage apex.

2. Distributed loads from linkage apex to linkage pins.

o Applied upper linkage pin loads to strongback and

determined wing reactions and critical load

locations.
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m Applied lower linkage pin loads to side plates and

determined critical load locations.

The linkage apex loads are derived by transferring the wing

reference point loads which were in the fuselage coordinate

axis system, to the linkage apex of the decoupler pylon. The

linkage apex shift which is a function of the store rotation

was taken into account in the load transfer.

The internal load distributions were computed for three

alignment positions.

i. Store aligned and spring unloaded.

2. Store 1/2 ° nose down and spring unloaded.

3. Store 1/2 ° nose up and spring unloaded.

A typical example of the loads which were used to design

the pylon is presented on Table 12. Table 12 shows resulting

pylon forces and moments and the force in the pitch spring.

The X direction is fore and aft with positive X forward. The

Y direction is lateral with positive Y outboard. The Z

direction is vertical with positive Z up. The positive

moments are wing tip up, nose up and nose outboard. The

GBU-8 limit loads at the linkage apex with the store aligned

and the spring in the neutral position are shown on Table 12.

Similar sets of loads were developed for the other two

misalignment angles (1/2 ° nose up and 1/2 ° nose down) for the

GBU-8 store carriage. In a similar manner the non-GBU-8 load

conditions were computed for aligned 1/2 ° nose up and 1/2 °

nose down.

The forward and aft link loads are derived by applying

the linkage apex loads to the four bar linkage to determine
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member loads. The computer program was used to distribute

the axial, shear and moment at the lower side plates to the
link and the link to upper strongback. The assumption was

made that 40 percent of the load was carried by the forward
link and 70 percent of the load was carried by the aft link.

This assumption increased the total load by 10 percent above
the load shown in Table 12. These internal loads were then

used to size the individual members.

Stress Analysis. - Each of the load conditions shown on

Table 12 was distributed to the internal members to determine

the member loads. These member loads were then examined to

find the critical load conditions. The stress level was

computed and compared with the member allowable to determine

margins of safety. The margins of safety on the pylon links

and link 3oints are shown on Table 13. The margins of safety

on these components are all positive. The lowest margin of

safety is in the aft upper link lug and is only 2%. The

non-GBU-8 load conditions have lower margins than the GBU-8

load conditions.

The upper pylon strongback was examined at seven cross

sections in the fore and aft direction. The stresses at

these sections were computed from the loads and reactions on

the component. The margins of safety at each cross section

are shown on Table 14. The cross sections run from the

forward end of the part to the aft end. The lowest margins

occur on the non-GBU-8 load conditions. A stress check was

also made on the forward pylon to wing sway brace attachment.

The margins of safety on this part are high.

The lower pylon side plates were examined at five

locations. The stresses at these locations were computed

from the load and reactions on the component. The margins of

safety at each location are shown on Table 15. The margins

of safety are large for these locations on the side plates.
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The strength and the stiffness requirement was used to

design the pylon pitch spring. The stiffness was set by
flutter requirements. The strength criteria was to design a

spring which has less than allowable stress when the spring
deflection was 6 degrees. The 6 degree requirement is the

result of having the alignment system driven to full over (3

degrees) and applying a moment at the store c.g. which would
de£1ect the store 3 degrees in the opposite direction. This

criteria was also used to design the spring retaining pins.

The spring margins of safety are shown on Table 16. The

margins of safety are adequate for the spring assembly.

The design criteria which was used on the spring was

also applied to the alignment ball screw nut assembly. The

margins of safety for this design criteria are shown on Table
17. The margins of safety are adequate for the ball screw

nut assembly.

The same design criteria which was used on the spring

was applied to the alignment system gear box. The thrust
load created by the motor was also used as an additional

design requirement. The margins of safety on the alignment

gear box are shown on Table 18. The upper gear box bearing

retainer has the lowest margin.

The pylon damper is designed to carry the loads created

by the damping force and is also designed to carry the loads
when the store bottoms out against the stops. The design

loads were computed with the assumption that the alignment

system failed with the spring in the neutral position and the

pylon was deflected to 3 degrees to bottom out the pylon.
With this criteria the damper component margins of safety
were computed. These margins of safety are shown on Table

19. The damper rod end bolt has the lowest margin and this

low margin occurs with the damper bottomed out.
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PYLON GROUND TESTS

A series of ground tests were conducted on the assembled

pylon and its components. These tests were accomplished to

assure that the pylon functioned properly and possessed the

requisite structural integrity to assure a safe and

productive flight test program. Several different types of

tests were accomplished. A summary of these tests and their

objectives are presented in Table 20. Both pylons were used

in the tests and some of the test objectives were

accomplished on each pylon, while other ob3ectives were met

with component tests. All test objectives were met.

Further details concerning instrumentation, environment,

load application, manner of support, test article

configuration, and other pertinent items are presented in

this section. The functionally complete pylon was mounted in

two separate fixtures. The first of these two fixtures was

used to conduct four tests (I) proof loads test (2) influence

coefficient tests (3) alignment system operational tests and

(4) ground vibration tests. In the second fixture the store

e3ection tests were conducted. Both of these fixtures are

existing fixtures at the General Dynamics/Fort Worth Division

Test Laboratory and have been used in previous F-16 pylon

tests.

Two types of dummy stores were required for the pylon

tests. One of these stores was required to have the correct

dynamic characteristics (mass, mass moment of inertia and

center of gravity). This dummy store was used to conduct the

alignment system performance tests, the ground vibration

tests and the store ejection tests. The other dummy store

was required to have lugs for the application of large loads

(proof test/influence coefficient test).
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Damper Component Tests

Damping characteristics of the damper for various damper

orifice sizes were determined from component tests. The

tests were conducted at three temperature conditions at sea

level altitude. The cylinder was supported in a vertical

position with the piston at both extremes of its travel.

The damper installed in the test fixture is shown in

Figure 43. The test fixture with the damper in its

temperature chamber is shown in Figure 44. A machined

clevis connected the rod end of the piston shaft to the

sliding frame of the test fixture. The valve end of the

piston shaft was connected to a displacement transducer by

drilling a hole in the valve cap and tying a wire between the

transducer and valve cap. The sliding frame was held up by

the electrically controlled jaws of the impact test machine.

When activated, the 3aws released the frame, allowing the

weights to extend the piston. As the piston extended, the

wire connecting the valve cap to the displacement transducer

pulled the transducer cable, thus providing a displacement

measurement. Instrumentation measured the position of the

piston and weight as a function of time. A chart recorder

was started a few seconds prior to weight release and

provided a hard copy measurement of displacement versus time.

To test the damper in compression, the damper was turned

180 ° so that the rod end was up. The machined clevis was

threaded onto the rod that extended from the block at the top

of the frame. The displacement transducer was moved to the

lower end of the test fixture. Weight release and velocity

measurement were identical to the tension set-up.

Before recording data, damper No. 1 was tested in

tension to determine how much force was required to move the
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piston. Initially, 827 N (186 lb.) at 70°F was needed to

produce steady piston movement. In both directions, the
damper would bind with the piston at its extreme limits of

travel. The damper was cycled in an attempt to relieve the

internal friction. After about 30 cycles, the load required

to move the piston was reduced to 177.9 N (40 ibs). However,
binding was still evident at extreme limits of travel.

Damper No. 1 was tested at room temperature in both

tension and compression with an orifice of 0.14 cm (0.055

inch) diameter. To insure steady movement after weight

release, it was necessary to extend the piston 1.9 to 2.54 cm

(0.75 to 1.0 inch). This initial extension prevented the
binding that would have otherwise occurred. After evaluation

of the data, the orifice was changed to 0.1143 cm (0.045

inch) diameter and the room temperature tests were repeated.

The test was continued by testing damper No. 1 in
tension at -65°F. An environmental chamber made of styrofoam

was placed around the damper (Figure 44). Liquid nitrogen was

used tO cool the chamber. Three thermocouples were used for

temperature measurement. One measured free air temperature.

The other two measured the cylinder body temperature. The

two thermocouples measuring body temperature were taped to

the cylinder, one at each end. It took approximately two
hours to cool the cylinder to -65°F. There was significant

dissipation of the temperature differential through the rod

and rod end which were at room temperature. With the damper
cylinder at -65°F the load was increased to 823 N (185 ib)

and no movement was recorded. The difference in the thermal

coefficient between the aluminum cylinder and the steel

piston resulted in a locked system. The damper was returned

to the shop for evaluation and rework. The binding and

freeze up were determined to be due to lack of adequate

clearance between the piston and cylinder wall and also a

slight non-concentricity between the piston and cylinder.
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Damper No. 2 was then put into the test fixture and
tested in both tension and compression. This test was
conducted with an orifice size of .1143 cm (0.045 inch)

diameter. This unit did not have the same problem of binding

at its limits of travel which was experienced on unit No. i.

The No. 2 unit was tested at room temperature, -65°F and

+160°F. An electric warm air blower was used to heat the

styrofoam chamber for the test at +160°F. In both the low

and high temperature tests, 20 minutes of soak time was

allowed before the weight was released.

After rework, the No. 1 unit was returned to the lab to

continue the test. The binding and freeze up problems had

been corrected, and the No. 1 unit was tested in tension at

room temperature, -65°F, and +160°F. Since the data from

these tests showed results that compared favorably to damper

No. 2, further testing ot damper No.l in compression was

considered unnecessary.

A limited test was conducted on damper No. 3 to

determine if its characteristics were similar to the No. 1

and 2 units. The No. 3 unit had a very limited amount of

binding at its limit of travel. The problem was not as

severe as that of Unit No. 1 prior to rework. Unit No. 3 was

tested at room temperature and -65°F with an orifice size of

.1143 cm (0.045 inch) diameter. Based upon the results of

these tests, the other tests of the damper unit were

considered unnecessary. A summary of all the damper test

conditions is shown on Table 21.

A summary of the damper test results is shown in Figure

45. The test results in Figure 45 show that at the low

temperature extreme the damping rate is increased

significantly. These results are for an orifice size of

.1143 cm (0.045 inch) diameter. The damping rate which was
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used in the decoupler pylon analysis reported in the dynamic

analysis section was 383.5 N sec/cm (219 ib sec/in.). This

analysis value represents an average value over the

operating temperature range.

Spring Calibration

Two instrumented alignment springs (one each per pylon)

were calibrated so that spring load can be measured in

flight. The spring calibration served a secondary purpose of

determining the degree of linearity of the spring and a

spring rate comparison between the two. The locations and

related information on the strain gage bridges are shown on

Figure 46. The component calibration of the individual

spring bridges was accomplished by supporting the springs in

a test fixture as cantilevered beams. The springs were

supported by using the forward attachment provisions and

vertical loads were applied at the ball nut attachment points

on the a£t end ot the springs. The maximum calibration load

applied was +11.12 KN (+2500 Ibs).

The sequence which was employed for unit load testing

included exercise cycles to improve the linearity of the data

collected. The load was increased by 20% increments of the

maximum load and the data was recorded at each increment.

Each spring was loaded to maximum load in both directions two

separate times with the data recorded in each test run. The

tests were conducted at room temperature. The strain gage

reading, load cell reading and a deflection measurement were

made and printed out during each test.

The load versus deflection measurement on the two

springs is shown on Figure 47 and 48. This data indicates

that the deflections and loads on both springs are providing

linear response o£ the springs.
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This data clearly shows that both springs have a linear

spring rate and it is approximately 3502 N/cm (2000 ib/in)
which was the design value. The strain gage measurements are

plotted versus load on Figures 49 and 50. This data
indicates that the gages on both springs are providing linear

response of the springs.

Alignment SMstem Operational Tests

A complete pylon with an attached dummy GBU-8 was tested

with simulated applied loads and the active alignment system.

The purpose of this test was to determine the operational
characteristics of the alignment system under realistic load

conditions. The complete pylon and a dummy GBU-8 with the

correct dynamic characteristics were attached to the test

fixture. Pitching moment about the store c.g. as a function

of time was applied in combination with side and yaw loads.

The loading conditions are summarized on Table 22. The time

history of the applied pitching moment is shown on Figure 51.

The following instrumentation readouts were recorded as
a function of time.

Pylon Pitch Angle Sensor.

Spring Strain Gages.
Accelerometers on Dummy Store Nose and Tail.

Applied- voltage- to- motor indicator.

Each test condition was started with the store at zero

degrees of misalignment. All the tests were conducted at

room temperature. The pitching moment time history was based

upon a variation of a rudder kick flight maneuver which gives

the highest store pitching moment in combination with side

loads and yawing moments. The pitching moment (Figure 51)

was varied with time while the side load and yawing moment

were applied as constant values. The alignment motor on-off
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control cams were set prior to beginning the test and were

determined to be satisfactory during the course of the test

and therefore were not varied. Analyses had previously

indicated that an on-off switch arrangement which consisted

of turning the motor on when misalignment exceeded +0.5

degrees and turning the motor off when the misalignment

became less than +0.25 degrees was the best combination.

These values were the ones which were set prior to the test.

The alignment system operational tests were conducted on both

pylons. A summary of the alignment system tests is given in

Table 22.

The alignment system on both pylons performed as

expected and realigned the pylon when the pitch angle

exceeded approximately +0.5 degrees. During tests AL4 (Table

22) on pylon No. 1 and AL3 and AL4 on pylon No. 2 the store

pitch angle did not exceed 0.5 degrees and therefore the

motor did not operate. The combination of yawing moment

and/or side force created friction in the pivot joints which

prevented the pitch angle from exceeding 0.5 degrees. The

applied pitching moment and the misalignment angle as a

function of the time for each of the test conditions are

shown in Appendix E. Times at which the motor came on and

went off are also shown. Each test condition that is

identified in Appendix E is defined on Table 22.

The tests conducted indicated that the on-off switch

settings described above would provide the alignment

performance desired. Therefore the alignment switch settings

were not changed as a result of the test conducted.
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Influence Coefficient Tests

Influence coefficient tests were conducted on the

assembled pylon in the test fixture. This data was then

compared with the computed stiffness and used to modify the

computed data. The structurally complete pylon was mounted

in the test fixture. Loads were applied in the required

directions by means of the existing dummy store with loading

lugs. Pitch, yaw, roll, vertical, drag and side loads were

applied separately and incrementally to the store.

Deflections of the store relative to the test fixture were

measured for each load level and for each type of loading.

Two exercise cycles were run prior to each data run. For

each type of load, the following sequence of loading was

followed.

step

Percent of Maximum

Test Load

Instrumentation Readout

Requirement

1 0 Zero and Record

2 20 Record

3 40 "

4 60 "

5 80 "

6 i00 "

7 _0 "

8 60 "

9 "40 "

10 20 "

ii 0 Record and Zero
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The loading was then repeated in the opposite direction
using the same test sequence shown above. At each load level

the following instrumentation was recorded and printed:

i. Ram Load Cells.

2. Deflection Transducers.

3. Proof Test Strain Gages.

4. Pylon Pitch Angle Indicator.

5. Flight Test Load Strain Gages.

The alignment system was not activated during the load

application. The test conditions and loadings are given in
Table 23.

The de£1ection data was plotted versus load to determine

the slope which is the flexibility. The cross coupling terms

were also determined from the test data. The hand plotted
data, using the measured deflections as a function of the

loading, indicated that the pylon was primarily a linear

system with only a small degree of nonlinearity. The
flexibility influence coefficients determined from the

measured data are shown on Table 24. The measured data was

used to tune the finite element mathematical model of the

pylon. The final tuned finite element flexibility values are

also shown on Table 24. For every loading condition the
deflection in the direction of the load was one order of

magnitude above the cross coupling values.

The alignment system was used to drive the store to the

stop, a pitching moment was applied, and deflections were

measured. These tests provided a measure of the pylon pitch

stiffness with the store bottomed against the stop. The
deflection per pitching moment load for the store in the nose
up direction is 1.44xi0 -9 rad/(N cm)(l.625x10 -8 rad/(in.lb)).

The deflection per pitching moment load for the store in the
nose down direction is 2.!7xi0 -9 rad/(N cm) (2.458xi0 -8
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rad/(in.lb)). These values indicate that the pylon against

the stop is 15.6 times stiffer in the nose up direction and
i0. 3 times stiffer in the nose down direction. (Pitch

stiffness values against the stop which were 6, i0 and 20

times stiffer were used in the non-linear flutter analysis.)

Ground Vibration Tests

Ground vibration tests were conducted at room

temperature on a complete pylon with a dummy GBU-8 store.

The dummy store had the correct mass and inertia

characteristics. This test provided pylon natural

frequencies, mode shapes and damping in each of the modes.

The pylon and store were mounted in the stiff test fixture

which has a fundamental natural frequency above the pylon

fundamental frequencies. Excitation was provided by two

electromagnetic shakers attached to the store. The shakers

were mounted to shake the store vertically and in pitch. The

shakers were also mounted laterally to excite the store in

its lateral and yaw modes.

Frequency sweeps were made to locate the natural

frequencies. At each natural frequency, acceleration was

measured at points on the store and pylon to define the mode

shapes. At each natural frequency the modal damping was

determined from the decaying sinusoidal response.

Based upon the analysis information the pylon pitch

frequency was expected to be 3.6 Hz. In the initial tests on

the number 1 pylon an excitation force in excess of 444.8 N

(i00 Ibs) in shakers at the nose and tail of the weapon was

required to excite this pylon pitch mode. This mode could

only be excited at this force level with the damper removed.

The mode could not be excited with the damper engaged because
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of the output limitations on the shakers. The frequencies of

the modes obtained with the number 1 pylon in this

configuration are shown on Table 25. All modes except the
pitch mode could be excited with low shaker force levels.

The second pitch mode at 6.7 Hz is a mode which can be

described as the upper pylon strongback bending which

results in a mode which has a large amount of pitch motion.

This mode is increased in frequency with the addition of the

skin which stiffens the upper strongback. In order to

determine the source of the resistance to pitch excitation a

pitching breakout friction test was conducted. From this

test it was determined that the breakout force required was

759 N m (6720 in.lbs) in the nose up direction and 900 N m

(7968 in.lbs) in the nose down direction. These breakout

pitching moments are shown in Table 26. From this test it

was determined that the pylon lugs were experiencing high

frictional forces in their attachment pins. The source of

this friction is binding of the pins due to an adverse

tolerance buildup on the adjacent parts. In order to reduce

the binding the inside diameter of the bushing was increased

by .01 cm (.004 inches). The breakout moments were obtained

with this increased clearance in the bushing. These moments

are shown in Table 26.

At this point in time the number 2 pylon was assembled

and ready for ground test. The No. 2 unit was placed in the

fixture an(_ the No. 1 unit was partly disassembled to examine

the linkages for sources of binding. The results of

vibration tests and breakout friction tests on No. 2 are

shown in Tables 25 and 26 and are identified as No. 2 with

tight linkage fit. The damper configuration was changed for

this test. The fluid was removed from the damper so that

only air was forced through the orifice. The shaker force

required to excite the pylon pitch mode ( 3.6 Hz) was

approximately 356 N (80 ibs).
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The link pins which were installed in the No. 1 unit

were cadmium plated. When these pins were removed the

cadmium plating was severely damaged. Part of the damage was

the result of pressing the pins in and out. Detailed
measurements were made of the I ink and lugs. The

measurements were made at the outside of each hole to

determine how far from being parallel the pins were when
installed. These measurements are summarized in Table 27.

Based upon these measurements the decision was made to

machine a new set of link pins which were .01 cm (.004

inches) undersize. The clearance with these pins is shown on

Table 28. These undersize pins were placed in the No. 2

pylon. Breakout friction was measured and a limited vibration
test was conducted. These results are shown on Tables 25 and

26. The test condition is defined as No. 2 with loose

linkage. Approximately 267 N (60 ibs) of shaker force at the
front and back of the store was required to excite the pitch

mode in this configuration. These loose fit pins allowed

enough free play in the pins so that the binding was a
minimum. However, the effect of the small amount of

non-parallel in the pins can still cause binding. The

original pins were manufactured within the tolerance called
for on the drawings and enough differences between the parts

could exist even with the part within tolerance, to cause the

non-parallel effect to be significant. When the store

rotates in pitch these small amounts of non-parallel pins can
result in fore and art and vertical motion of the pins and

binding occurs. If larger clearances are allowed such that
no binding will occur, then excessive free play will result.

Excessive free play could cause an adverse coupling between

the airplane and the store yaw and roll degrees of freedom.

Based upon these tests of pylon No. 2 the decision was

made to use undersize pins without cadmium plating. This

design change required another type of pin retainer, since

the pins were no longer press fitted into the links. The
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retainer design is shown on Figure 52. The free play of the

loose fit pins was considered excessive and therefore a set

of medium size pins with retainers were fabricated. The

clearance with these pins is shown on Table 28. These pins
were installed in the No. 2 pylon and breakout friction tests

were repeated. These test results are shown on Table 26 and

are identified as No. 2 with medium linkage fit.

The No. 1 pylon was fitted with a set of medium fit pins
with retainers and the vibration tests and breakout friction

test repeated. The damper was also reconfigured for this

tesot. The o-rings were removed from the piston and the
orifice was removed. The scrapers were removed and the end

seal o-rings were replaced with teflon rings. This damper

configuration proviaed minimum friction in the damper and

still provides the pylon with its +3 degree stops. The

alignment system ground tests have shown that the damping

coefficient in the damper is not needed for stability. The

test results of this pylon configuration are shown on Table

25 and 26. The shaker force required to excite the store

pitch mode was approximately 267 N (60 Ibs) at the forward

and aft store locations. The increased free play in the pins

resulted in a lower lateral bending frequency and also a

lower yaw mode frequency.

The vibration test data was used to supplement the

influence coefficient test data to improve the finite element

simulation of the pylon. The improved pylon simulation was

used to compute natural frequencies and mode shapes of the

cantilevered pylon. These computed natural frequencies and

mode shapes were compared with the test results and modified

as required to improve the correlation. The final pylon

flexibilities required to provide the best match to test data
are shown on Table 24.
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Structural Proof Tests

The pylon has been designed to maintain at least +25%

margin of safety with respect to ultimate load for GBU-8

carriage. However, to provide increased confidence in the

structural integrity of the pylon design, one pylon was proof

tested to 110% of limit load for the most critical GBU-8

design condition. The pylon was supported in the test

fixture, the dummy store with loading lugs was mounted on the

MAU-12 rack in the pylon. For each condition the following

loading sequence was followed:

Step_ Percent Limit Loads

Instrumentation Readout

Requirement

1 0 Zero and Record

2 2U Record

3 40 "

4 0 "

5 0 Rezero and Record

6 20 "

7 4 O "

8 60 "

9 80 "

i0 i00 "

ii ii0 "

12 100 "

13 80 "

14 60 "

15 40 "

16 10 DO not Record

17 20 Record

18 0 Record
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Readouts of the following instrumentation were recorded

and printed out at each point noted on the above loading

sequence listing:

Ram Load Cells

Deflection Transducers

Proof Test Strain Gages (35 reading locations)

Pylon pitch angle indicator

Flight Test Load Measurement strain gages (one reading

on the pitch spring)

The proo_ test load conditions are shown in Table 29.
Condition 1575-2.3R was selected because it provides the

highest GBU-8 loads on the aft strongback, the spring and the

alignment system. Condition 1595-1.2R produces the maximum
loads on the forward and aft links, the sideplates, and the

forward portion of the strongback. Table 29 gives the limit

loads which were applied at the store c.g. The pylon

alignment system was inactive for the tests and the motor

brake was set. The tests were conducted at room temperature.

The stress levels at 100% of limit load on all the

strain gages were low. This verified the pylon structural

integrity. The original assumption in the stress analysis

was that the pin-jointed four bar linkage was statically

determinant and the entire pitching moment load would be

reacted through the spring. With this assumption the

computed stress in the spring is compared with the spring

gage for load condition 1575-2.3R.
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Computed Force, P, in the screw = My/arm length =

12508 N m

I. 1176 m

= 11192 N /I10687 in-lb

\ 44 in. = 2516 Ib>

Computed Moment, M, at gage =

0.381 m(ii192 N) = 4264 N m

(15.0 in.(2516 ib) = 37740in-lb)

Thickness, t, at gage = 0.03068 m (1.208 in.)

Width, W, at gage = 0.0762 m (3.0 in.)

Computed Bending Stress, fB' at gage =

6(4264 N m)
= 3.567 x 10 8 N/m 2

2
0.0762 m (.03068 m)

6 (37740 in.-Ib)
3.0 in (1.208 in.)

= 51725 Ib/in. 2 >

Measured fB at gage = 1.694 x 108 N/m 2 (24570 ib/in. 2)

This lower measured value of bending stress in the

spring indicates that some level of binding in the linkage

occurs due to the large yaw moment applied to the store in

load condition 1575-2.3R. This binding changes the four bar

linkage to some level of fixed linkage, and the remaining

pitching moment is reacted by in-plane shears in the links.

The distribution of this shear load between the two links was

not measurable with the existing strain gages. On the other

hand the stresses in the links that were measured for

condition 1595-1.2R can be used to compare analysis to test.

This load condition creates primarily axial loads in the
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links without binding the joints, and can be used to
determine the axial load distribution between the two links.

This load distribution is 28% forward and 72% aft and

confirms that the 40% forward and 70% aft load distribution

assumption used in the stress analysis is reasonable.

Store Zjection Tests

Ground ejection tests were conducted from one pylon to

determine the MAU-12-C/A orifice sizes necessary to assure

safe jettison of a GBU-8 in airplane flight test. The pylon

was mounted in a test f_ixture simulating the attachment to

the airplane. A dummy GBU-8 store with the same mass and

inertia properties as the flight test store was attached to

an operational MAU-12-C/A rack attached to the pylon. The

pylon alignment system was active.

Time histories of each ejection event were recorded

using accelerometers, position transducers, and high speed

movie cameras. The outputs from strain gages on the pylon

were also recorded. All ejections were made at room

temperature.

Five drops were made using four orifice combinations for

determining store ejection velocities and pitch rate from the

pylon. The forward orifice was increased from 0.206 cm

(0.081 in) diameter to 0.28 cm (0.ii0 inch) diameter in order

to match the ejection velocity that was used in the flight

certification of the GBU-8 from the F-16. The orifice

combination which has a forward orifice size of 0.28 cm

(0.II0 in.) and an aft orifice size of 0.206 cm (0.081 in.)

provided an ejection velocity of 3.14 m/s (10.3 ft/s) and a

pitch rate of 3.3 degrees/sec nose down. These ejection

parameters will provide equal or slightly improved separation

characteristics for the GBU-8 because of the small nose down
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pitch rate. The flow field on the GBU-8 from the decoupler

pylon should be virtually the same as from the production

pylon.

In light of the above information, the GBU-8 can be

cleared to be released singly or in pairs from the decoupler

pylon to 283 m/s (550 KCAS) to 0.9 Mach at load factors from
+0.5 to +4.0. All normal store release parameters still

apply, i.e., zero roll rate, _5 ° roll angle, 0 to 45° climb

an_le, 0 to 60° dive angle. This clearance applies with or
without the 370 gallon fuel tank at Stations 4 and 6.
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SAFETY SYSTEM

Hazard analyses were performed for the NASA decoupler

pylons. A Preliminary Hazard Analysis (PHA) was prepared to

achieve early visibility of hazards to personnel and

equipment. Finally an Operating and Support Hazard Analysis

(O&SHA) was performed to examine the instructions for errors,

inadequacies, and omissions that could result in personnel

injury or equipment damage. These hazard analyses are given

in Appendix F along with the hazard classifications and

probabilities.
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FLIGHT TEST DEMONSTRATION

The completed ship set of decoupler pylons were

delivered to NASA Dryden for a flight test demonstration

program. Electric wiring for both instrumentation and the

pylon alignment system are required. The signals from the

instrumentation are sent to an onboard tape recorder and

selected signals will be telemetered to the test ground

station. The particular signals which are transmitted to the

ground station will be selected to provide the test engineer

with maximum knowledge about the status of the test. The

pylon alignment, control switch will be installed in the pilot

station. This switch will provide the pilot with a

capability for turning the alignment system on and off.

Flight test maneuvers will be performed with the alignment

system on and o££ to provide information on the alignment

system performance. The alignment system electrical circuit

was described in the section titled Electrical System.

Warning lights will be installed in the pilot station to

notify the pilot that the store is against a stop. The store

should only go to the stops when a malfunction in the

alignment system has occurred. The plan is to fit and

install the pylons on an instrumented F-16 for ground and

_light tests. The flight test program will be directed toward

a flutter demonstration with some maneuver loads testing and

one store e3ection.

The pylons will be installed and the initial tests will

be on the GBU-8 configuration. Additional flight tests on the

B-61 store configuration are also planned. Ground vibration

tests of the GBU-8 configuration are planned prior to the

first flight.
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Flight Test Instrmlentation

A flight test instrumentation list was prepared to meet

the test objectives. This list is based upon previous

flutter, loads and store ejections test experience on the

F-16. This instrumentation list is shown on Table 30.

The flight test instrumentation on the pylon and store

consists of strain gages installed on the pylon pitch

springs, pylon pitch angular measurements, and
e

accelerometers. The strain gages on the spring are located

38.1 cm (15 inches) forward of the aft end, of the spring.

The calibration of these gages was discussed in the section

titled Spring Calibration. The wiring harnesses from these

gages to the airplane system were designed and fabricated by

the contractor. These harnesses assume that the F-16

airplane number 2 instrumentation package will be used.

Harnesses for both the left and right hand pylons were

fabricated.

The accelerometer locations on the flight test GBU-8

stores were defined by GD/FW. These locations were chosen

based upon previous flight test experience with GBU-8

configuration. The installation drawings were made by the

contractor. The wiring harnesses for accelerometer to the

aircraft recording system were also designed. The

accelerometers will be installed on each store by NASA. The

wiring harnesses were fabricated by the contractor and these

harnesses will be installed by NASA.

The flight test program will include one planned store

ejection from the decoupler pylons. During the weapon

release, first motion will be recorded. The contractor

developed camera installation locations for ejection from

Stations 3 and 7. These installations have been successfully

used in previous store ejection tests. These installations
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were provided to NASA for their consideration in the store

ejection flight test plan.

Aircraft Modification

The design concept used on the decoupler pylon resulted

in a design which requires minimum modifications to the basic

airframe. The pylons fit the F-16 attachment points provided
at Stations 3 and 7. The decoupler pylon power requirements

are electrical and the electrical power provided by the

airplane at Stations 3 and 7 is adequate for the pylons.
Therefore the aircraft _odification to accommodate the

decoupler pylons is minimal.

The aircraft modification will include fitting the

pylons to the airplane, installing the pylons and installing
the instrumentation system. The pylons were delivered with

the upper skins not trimmed to the under wing contour. These

skins will be trimmed to fit the wing contour.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

A ship set of decoupler pylons were designed, analyzed

and fabricated for a flight test evaluation. These pylons

were ground tested on fixtures by the contractor prior to

delivery to NASA.

The decoupler pylon incorporates a design with a four

Dar linkage which results in a remote pivot location which is

at the c.g. of the GBU-8 weapon when the weapon is aligned.

This remote pivot design results in reduced misalignment

forces during maneuvers. This very significant reducti,)n in

the misalignment angle results in reduced alignment power

requirements. These reduced power requirements provided for

using an electrical alignment device. Electrical power

existed at the pylon station and this reduces the

requirements for wing modifications to accommodate the

pylons. The electrical alignment system consists of an

electric motor driving a gear box. The system is equipped

with on-off switches to activate the motor when the store

misaligns. The switches have a dead band near zero

misalignment, and therefore when the misalignment angle is

less than +0.5 degrees the alignment system is not activated.

The pylon is equipped with a hydraulic damper. The

damper has a removal orifice which can be changed to increase

or decrease the damping coefficient. The damper is also used

as stops to restrict the pitch excursions to +3 degrees. The

ground tests plus analysis indicate that the damper will not

be needed in flight and will be used only as stops.

The pylon pitch spring rate which will maximize the

flutter speed when carrying the GBU-8 weapon is 3502 N/cm

(2000 ib/in.) measured 111.76 cm (44 inches) from the pylon
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pivot location. This spring rate was determined by analysis

and the analysis indicates that this spring rate will provide

the airplane with a flutter speed outside of the airplane
operations limit. Aeroservoelastic analyses were also

conducted on the airplane with the decoupler pylon loaded

with the GBU-8. These analyses indicate that the flight

control system reduces the airplane flutter speed with
respect to the unaugmented flutter speed. This reduction is

not large enough to require a restriction in the airplane

operating limits.

The correct spring rate in the pylon is provided with a

constant stress cantilevered beam. The design provides for

removal and replacement of the spring with a stiffer or more

flexible spring. Ground tests of both springs and the

assembled pylons indicated that the spring has the desired

spring rate.

The ground vibration tests of the assembled pylon

indicated that a large excitation force was required to

excite the store pitch mode. It was determined that bearing

friction in the pivot pins and binding of the linkage were

causing this problem. The pivot joint friction was reduced

to Some extent by introducing free play in the joints. These

loose fitting pivot joints resulted in lateral and yaw free

play in the pylons. Large increases in the lateral and yaw

free play might reduce the flutter speed, therefore the pivot

joint free play could not be increased by a large amount.

The linkage friction which still existed, will have the

effect of delaying the separation of the GBU-8 pitch mode

frequency from the tip missile pitch frequency until the

breakout pitch moment is reached.
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TABLE I.- PRODUCTION PYLON ANTISYMMETRIC FLUTTER ANALYSIS

WITH WEIGHT VARIATIONS

M = 0.9, ALT = S.L.

VARIATION

BASIC

GBU-S C.G. 24.08 cm (9.48 in.) FWD

GBU-8 C.G. 24.08 cm (9.48 in.) AFT

GBU-8 WITH 45.36 Kg (I00 ib) OF MASS

AIM-9 WITH 22.68 Kg (50 ib) OF MASS

FLUTTER VELOCITY

Vf

m/s (Kts) TAS

8=0

172 (335)

234 (455)

720 (1400)

216 (420)

244 (475)

FLUTTER FREQUENCY

ff

Hz

5.27

5.14

5.18

4.76

TABLE 2.- WEIGHT _D INERTIAL C_RACTERISTICS OF EXTERNAL STORES

WEIGHT

CENTER OF GRAVITY

AFT OF FWD NOOK

Ipfrc h b Iyaw

ABOUT C.G.

Irol 1

ABOUT C.G.

UNITS

SI (ENGLISH)

kN (lb)

cm (in.)

kN'm 2 (Ib-in.2)

kN.m 2 (Ib-fn. 2)

FULL

370 GAL. TANK

CBE

6.47 (1454.4)

11.1 (4.36)

18.8 (6.54 x 106 )

.092 (32 x 10 t )

GBU-8/B

10.08 (2265)

37.5 (14.76)

6.97 (2.428 x 106 )

.270 (94 x 10 3 )
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TABLE 3.- SUM_IARY OF WEAPON PYLON STIFFNESS

PRODUCTION PYLON

UPPER

LOWER

COMPOSITE

YAW STIFFNESS

N-M/RAD (IN-Ib/RAD)

2.80 x 106 (24.83 x 106 )

ROLL STIFFNESS

N-M/RAD (IN-Ib/RAD)

1.921 x I_ 6 (17.0 x 1066)

2 80 x i0_ (24.83 x 106 )
1 14 x l0 b (10.09 x I0 )

MAU-12 RACK 4.62 x 106 (40.85 x 106 ) 1.27 x 106 (11.25 x 106 )

DECOUPLER PYLON

UPPER

JOINT (FWD)

JOINT (AFT)

LOWER

COMPOSITE

2.01 x 1066(17.76 x i06_

21.29 x 106 (188.4 x i0-_

138.1 x 106 (1222.0 x I_-)
64.47 x I0 (570.5 x i0-)

1.92 x 106 (17.02 x lO 6)

1.84 x 1066(16.33 x i06_

17.44x (154.3x
8.06 x 106 (71.29 x I0 )
5.95 x i0 (52.63 x 106 )

1.33 x 106 (11.81 x 106 )

TABLE 4.- COMPLETE AIRPLANE SYMMETRIC MODE FREQUENCIES (HZ)

PRODUCTION PYLON DECOUPLER

ZERO PITCH

DECOUPLER

ZERO PITCH
MODE

DESCRIPTION

WING BENDING

STA. 120 GBU-8 PITCH

TIP MISSILE PITCH

STA. 120 GBU-8 YAW

T_NK YAW

TANK PITCH

STA. 120 GBU-8 YAW

T_NK YAW

FUSELAGE VERT. BEND.

WING 2ND BENDING

STA. 120 GBU-8

LATERAL

WING TORSION

GVT

4.07

5.35

6.31

8.12

7.61

7.81

10.20

14.02

10.81

12.28

ANALYSIS

3.869

5.343

6.135

7.409

7.843

8.014

9.806

14.453

11.859

10.774

FEASIBILITY

STDDY

3.860

6.074

7.407

7._97

7.071

9.815

14.161

11.783

9.253

CURRENT

DESIGN

3.881

6.047

6.556

7.882

6.743

10.952

14.693

11.986

8.796

DECOL_LER

BASED ON

TEST DATA

3.694

3.259

5.955

5.309

7.923

7.381

14.175

11.757

9.98

5.123

6.603
|
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TABLE 5.-NATURAL FREQUENCIES FOR CANTILEVERED STORE AND PYLON

MODE

FIRST STORE PITCH

SECOND STORE PITCH

*STORE LATERAL

STORE YAW

NATURAL FREQUENCY - HZ

GROUND TEST

3.6

5.5

5.7

6.7

FINITE ELEMENT

3.667

5.494

5.223

6.644

e

* THERE IS SOME YAW MOTION COUPLED IN THE LATERAL MEDE.

TABLE 6.- COMPLETE AIRPLANE ANTISYMMETRIC MODE FREQUENCIES (HZ)

MODE

DESCRIPTION

PRODUCTION PYLON

GVT ANALYSIS

STA. 120 GBU-8 PITCH 5.13 5.112

TIP MISSILE PITCH 5.44 5.418

STA. 120 GBU-8 YAW 7.09 7.118

TANK PITCH 7.91 7.883

TANK YAW 7.97 7.979

STA. 120 GBU-8 YAW 8.96 8.356

WING BENDING 10.20 10.485

TANK YAW 13.48 12.748

VERTICAL TAlL BEND. 11.990

FUSELAGE SIDE BEND. 14.61

VERT. TAlL BEND.

GBU-8 LATERAL

DECOUPLER

ZERO PITCH

FEASIBILITY

STUDY

5.405

7.284

6.488

7.976

8.258

9.924

12.54

11.517

13.50

DECOUPLER

ZERO PITCH

CURRENT

DESIGN

5.412

6.498

6.151

7.978

8.187

9.644

11.607

13.126

12.090

DECOUPLER

SPRING COUPLED

CURRENT

3.448

5.413

6.394

6.614

7.978

8.193

9.846

DECOUPLER

BASED ON

TEST DATA

11.619

13.158

12.104

DESIGN

3.216

5.543

5.211

7.113

7.981

6.201

8.721

11.735

12.882

4.901
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TABLE 7.-FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM GAIN SCHEDULES

MACH 0.6 0.9 I. 2

ALTITUDE S .L. S .L . S .L .

VCALM S-I (Kts) 204(397) 306(595)

C_TRIM

" F2

F3

F7

F8

FIO

C_/57.3

GARI

1.5

.50

.728

.0934

.50

.25

.02618

-.00659

1.0

.322

.3395

.5446

.50

.25

.01745

-.4151

408(793)

1.0

-.536

.0835

1.0

.50

.50

.01745

-.8250

TABLE 8.- LATERAL AIRPLANE AEROSERVOELASTIC STABILITY ANALYSIS

(Using Ground Test Data) ALT=S.L., M=0.9.

VELOCITY
M S-- (Kts)

203(396)

237(462)

271(528)

305(594)

YAW LOOP

STABILITY

STABLE

STABLE

STABLE

UNSTABLE

ROLL LOOP

GAIN AND PHASE MARGINS

GAIN CROSSOVER PHASE MARGIN

0.14

0.20

0.30

+I00 °

+97 °

+35 °
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OF POOR QU/._L_ _.

TABLE I0.- F-16 STORE CARRIAGE, RELEASE, JETTISON REQUIREMENTS

1.6 6.5 _/R m/B _ll_t _a I_n _ l_ I_I_
mc.._ - o.s s.s 110 _,c_,; sso 1o/_o O.Sl_.O _s- 16o" _o 1o-, o.6t1.s
NI(-41_I_ O.! 5.$ 160 _"..J_J _lO O.9 I0/._0 0.712.0 15" i_o" _ io.60.all.S

im(-44 0._ 5.S im _._.q Ss) IO.s 10/300 0.S14.0 46" 1 6o" s,_ I_ S,_l.S_

mIU,_-._Q250 . - 180 _ee_z..q - 1(_/300

1. ,o,,oo I :1_1AGq.-6SAoa

G_-IOSo_/I,,C/_ 0.9 SoS 180 _ec_q 550 NO.) 10/300 0o$|1o2 IS" 60" S_ )SkX S_JS_R

_K)-S_B/B 0.$ S.S 18U _ec_ng S_ 0.9 10/300 0.5|4.0 45" 60" SO0 10.8 0.¢ I I._,
_u-,va._w o._ _.s Im _,_ s_ Io._ io/3oo o.514.o 4s" 6o" 5oo ]o.e o.d I 1.5
C_._?I/lJ,A/I 0._ S.5 180 _..Mlg SSU !0.9 10/]00 0.5|4.0 4S" _" S_ ]0.8 U.d( 1.S
ir-7SS HK-2 0.9 $.S I_ _ 550 0.1 101300 0.S 4S" 60" g 0.8 0.

_O-_./&._/k(_d)dld_) 0:, 5:S liU )s'mJJlg,Jlklo 550 0:9 10/300 0.61 1.2 15" 1S" _ 1o_80°dll.S

._._.,.,,, o, ,, 110 ,._ ,ooo6 1o_oo6,,, ,,. 1,. , _o6o611,
Oll_y I I

_I-20 Mm 3.4 0.1 S.S 110 rj_-_ng S50 0._ 10/'_0 0._14.0 IS" 4S" 500 _u.J 0._ _.S

i.qu-.VJ_ ¢,r,%otA _o ,10 _LcUq 400 0.6 10/)00 0.51 /
0.9 5.S 20 15" 60" _ 0.1 0.6 1.5

(_) _

_]/_ _ o, ss '- .__. i.-o6 1o/_oo.l,s 1, 1, . o, o6is
_.-.w, 110 r_, m - ,v,a

, t_iiled) _.75"_klt
_u.l-611/_. 110 _e_..L_/ - 10/300

2.7S" _R

_am,,.c10/Jk (Iml_y) tWO I'j L-r.,mg - _

(_upcy)

2.7_" _
r,4_.-_(_) I_ _ - 10/]00

IJU-2Q_'.q, JW& 0.l ?.33 11 4S" _" SO0 0.1 0.l 1.S
w'l_)-_d/I _ 550 0.9 10/300 0.$ 4.0

v/lgr_lo_ )_.m 550 O.t I0,/_0 0.7 ,1.0 15" .10"
I-l_

u/2.75" /'nUt s.,_--_x--_/rFJUt 40O 0.6 10/300 0.5 3..0 15" 60"

N3 _C _VC _VC 5.5 186 _ec_q 550 O._S 10/300 0.6 4._ 4S" 20" S_ 9 S_t _ S_

IS? A/C _VC _rC 5.5 110 l'j_ i S_ O._S 10/)QO 0.6 4.0 45" 2O" MW Skit Skit S_

NI _C _ _ 5.S 110 _'_ng. _0 O._S 10/'$00 0.6 4.0 45" _0" S_t_ Sq,R S_ SNt
370 G_L _ _v 1.66 6.5 11010 _Je_J_/ 600 1.66 IO/3U0 0.2 3..0 15" 15" 600.,7 1.6 _ 0._ 2.0

_oo _ _ _oo5°° o.s 4"06 18o_10_ _w _ W_ 1./3_o ./_ _ .'vn _ )N- o._J_ u._ _.o
3WI _ _ 1.66 6.S _e_.uq7 600 1.66 10/3110 0.7 2.0 15" IS" 600 / 1.6 I: 0.71_..

_ _C _ _ I _ _ _ 101300 t4/It t4nt _ Wlq _,t_ _I/R _l/Rial/a
I_J J_ 5_0 1.5 k'c 110 _eev.uq 500 0.1 1u/310 _.'7 2.0 15 ° 15" U.8 g.? _.._

61__ 1.41to_l_°go_Lc_ 1.6.

7A.LL t_.L _r._8.

|_ _'-I_W. _n _,--_ _,,_4.o
_I _1 I II _zl f,_cwc _ 7.3,) Iizy.
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TABLE II.- F-16 INITIAL TAKEOFF STORE LOADINGS AND STORE

CERTIFICATION CONFIGURATIONS

LO*01_ TIP k IS?

I AImI"�J
2 Alll*gJ £411,_$j

) AlPl-gJ

t AIn-�J
$ AII,_�J __

6 AI_$J __

7 AIn'�J --
| AIM-�J

tO AIN-�J

I I &lPl'�J u
I1 AIM-$J __

I+1 4111"9J m

I$ ACn*$J m
16 AIn-9.1

II AIP,*�J __

I$ AIPI*�J

k 120 IL 71

)?OTR
3?OTK

/d.Q- 119-12 (6)It *l+
(3im-82 3?0TK

(3)m_-|21 370TK

H)_-)6 (_)m-36
W_-64 3?0TK

())J_m-GS )70TIC
GllU- IOA/I 370T_

GIU-8/I 370TK

ALQ- 119-12 (4)Cl_ll

SLW-2SC/A )70TK
()ira{-20 1to44 )?OTK

ALQ-I 1_-12 )?OTK
ALQ- 119-12 371)TK

SU_- 701/* 3?OTK

StY- ZOIIA 37OTK

)7OTR

C_ILIIIIE k ?1 IlL IN IL iS7

-- 37OTI _ --

4LQ'119-12 )?OTK -- AIM-Sj
)?0TI( ALQ*II$-14 __

)OOT_ (63M-|2 __

ALQ-II�-12 5?OTK (3)_'82 --
_Q'II_I-12 370TR ())_-O2n __

)0eTI (4)M-)& (I)W_-36 __
ALQ*II�-12 ]70TI M-84 __

ALq*119-12 )70Tt (3)aGMo6S __

ALQ-II�-12 370T1( mUoIOA/I --

A_.q- 119-12 $?0TK GIIU-0/| --
)00?_ (4) CSUoSI/I (}IClU-53/I --

AU!*119-12 370TK SU_-2SC/A --

ALq-II_-II 370Tt ())_-20 _e44 __
l-S7 )?OTK __ __

I *k I )?OTIt __
m )7OTI SIAI*|OI/A __

m )TQTt SVb_ JOO/A __

3WYt )TQTI __ __

TiP

AIM-_j

Slm-�j

&ln*_J
AI_-$J

AIM-SJ

AIn-gJ

MIn-gJ
AI_*gJ

,im-�j
iin'gJ

Aln-gJ

AlPWgJ
AIM-_J

&iR-_J
AIM-_J

AIIq-�J
l.l*mcMr

Ll*mr._r

kll*mch*r

il_ TIP I L Ill • L I|l

lq AIN-qL -
N Am-qL 61N-gL

]I AIR-gL _-11g-l&
)| &_-gL _-I19-i_

)3 AIN-qL AI{-IIS-IZ
ilN-IL (3) Nt-l!

l| *m-9L (3) NI-I+I
)41 &IN-_L (I) Mll.|2t

)I &Im-_L (I| 1411.14

)4 AIN-_L ()) IWIe-6_
)_ AIN°�L (I) GIU.IOI,/m
4,1 &I_-_L (I) GIlI_II

tl A|R-_L &LQ*II_oI_
_I &iR-_l. (I)M-2SCI_ $

66 AINo_b _*119-L2

LOADING TiP ILl- IS7 ILL. 110

44 AmlJ i_
41 AM gJ

48 4IMIU

4I AM| IJ

N AIM |J
|1 AIMIJ

S| AIM _U

S] AiM SJ
14 Am Li

S_ AiM 9J --
H AIM _J

I; AIMIU

14 Am IJ
il NllJ

I.I. ;l III'I_ILIIII iii. 11 II.. III

310
)_0

(6)NE-82
)10 TI_
)10 71(

6)1_I-||1 i
310 Yl(

3;O T_
310 TI(

)_0 'IrE

lll-l_-lll

" 3_O ?1
AIL_- I19-12 3;O TIt

110 _ _IL_'- 11 g-l+b
)lo _n[

l 1! )_O I'1( (])m[*8_
N-Ilk°K2 1_O Ti ())N[-$Zl

)M _ #6)NE- 81_ (I)NK-lll

dll_-119o12 )!0 _ (|)NK.l_b

ALO*I I_- I_ 3?0 5_t (])A_lq-i$
dlJl,_- i I_- II 3)0 TI (i)CIKll Od_ll
If&Q- |II- |I )l)O _ ( _)GllJ-ll I

AI,Q-I iq- I_ );0 TE (I)iU4U. 2_Cli )

I*_16 )to _1

ILL. 71 CENTEIqLINE I.L 71

IHR+TO+Alfl

3/I TII ALO 131-
ALO 13/ 311 ill

ALO-I]I - 311 Ti_

AIR TO GROURO

|]| MK IZ )/ITK Atn 131
|3| MA I1R ]l| III AtO 131

I1| MR M Ill Ill ALO 131

1)1AGMIS 3/8 lR ALO I)l

|1| GIU IIA/I )/IlTK AL0 |]1

Ill GIU-III 3/11 IlL ALO 131

11| SUU _w_C/A 3/I TK ALO 131
(]J MIUIIMO0 4 ]liTK ALa.131

ALl 131

ALO _31

UnlU¢ I_

II AIM IL /dill
61 AiM It ALO 111

u _ IL - ALa 131

I] AIMIL -
M AIMSL .

IS AIM SL .

Ill AIMIL -
I; AIM IL -

II AIM IL -

II ' AIM IL --

_ll AIM _L --
11 AIM IL --

11 i_ *

(]INil.I|

131 MJ( IZA

ilIMK II
l)! AGM gs

111 GIU I IAJ_

IllOlU IlI
Ill SUU _SCIA

3/0 TIC Ill

]IITI( NI

131 III_-U _TK

AIIII.T0.Alll

]/ll tK ALO 131

3/ITI[
- 311TK

AIll TO GllOUIlO

IIlTR ALO 131

3/gTR ALO+I31
3/ITK ALG 131

]IITK ALO I]1

31ITR ALn I]1

311 TR ALQ 131
311 TR ALO 131

131MK _iliO0 i 371 TR AI.n 131

ALO I)1 31I TK IS/
ALO 131 ]IlTR NI

ill Idll MA+II III

ILl|! TIP

AIN-_L

AIN-�L

AI#-tL

AIH-�L

II#-qL
AIR-�L

AINo$¢.

AIR-ql,
AIN-QI.

_L120 iLL lS; TIP

3;11TK
311 Vlt AI, II3_

AiMLI AIM IJ

- AIM IJ
- AIM IJ

AIM SJ

AIM IJ:
Am lU

AIM IJ
AIM IJ

AiM SJ

AiM IJ

Am|J

AIM IJ

AIM IJ
AIMIJ

AIII.IL AIM|L
-- AIM It
- AII|L

- AIMIL

- AIM IL
. AIMIL

- AIM IL

- Aim IL
- AIM qL

. AIM |L

. AIM gL
-- AIM IL

. A;M IJL

- Aim qiL

311 TK ()l MRI!

]lI TK 13| MKIZA
)/ILK 111MK-M

3?I TK 13) AGII.IS
]11 TI_ il| GIU.IlMII

311 TR Ill GIU-I_I

331 TK (1) SUUm_CIA

3/_TK 13) MR.II MO0 4

31_1 t K

3/ITK
MR+SZ AI.II-131"

]/11 TK
Ill li AILS-131

3111TK 13} MI(-I!

]1I TK |]) Mtl-llll
311 TR |11 MK-I4

311 TK 1)I AGIt-41|

]11 TK Ill GIU.IIAJII

331 TR |11 OIU4/I
3/9 TK |1| SUU 2_CIA

379TK _ MA _lMOli4

]/ITK

310 TK

UI Ill.l_ _&I/S
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TABLE 13.- LINK JOINT MARGINS OF SAFETY

COMPONENT

FWD LINK JOINT UPPER PIN

FWD LINK JOINT LOWER PIN

o

FWD LINK JOINT UPPER LUG

FWD LINK JOINT LOWER LUG

FWD LINK JOINT SIDE PLATE LUG

FWD LINK JOINT STRONG BACK LUG

FWD LINK JOINT STRONG BACK BUSHING

FWD LINK JOINT SIDE PLATE BUSHING

AFT LINK JOINT UPPER PIN

AFT LINK JOINT LOWER PIN

AFT LINK JOINT UPPER LUG

AFT LINK JOINT LOWER LUG

AFT LINK JOINT SIDE PLATE LUG

AFT LINK JOINT STRONG BACK LUG

AFT LINK JOINT STRONG BACK BUSHING

AFT LINK JOINT SIDE PLATE BUSHING

GBU-8

LOADING

+1.28

+1.80

+1.22

+1.36

+i. 68

+0.73

+i. 84

+1.95

+0.88

+i. 09

+0.49

+0.69

+0.97

+0.79

+3.07

+0.77

NON-GBU-8

LOADING

+0.36

+0.47

+0.47

+0.38

+0.45

+0.06

+0.73

+0.59

+0.29

+0.34

+0.02

+0.08

+0.26

+0.23

+I. 80

+0.14
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TABLE14.- STRONGBACKMARGINSOF SAFETY

CROSSSECTION

BETWEENLINKS

BETWEENLINKSAT SWAYBRACE

AT AFTLINK

BETWEENFWDANDAFTWING
ATTACHMENTPOINTS

AFTOFAFTWINGATTACHMENT

FWDOFALIGNMENTATTACHMENT

AT THEALIGNMENTATTACHMENT

GBU-8
LOADING

+I. 95

+i. 97

+i. 61

+0.68

+0.92

+0.12

HIGH

NON-GBU-8
LOADING

+0.45

+0.63

+0.27

+0.06

+0.35

+0.06

TABLE15.- SIDEPLATEMARGINSOF SAFETY

CROSSSECTION

AT FWDLINK

AT AFTLINK

SPRINGATTACHMENT

AT FWDSPRINGATTACHMENT
BOLT

DAMPERATTACHMENT

GBU-8
LOADING

+2.21

+3.97

+1.07

+0.82

+1.21

NON-GBU-8
LOADING

+0.51

+0.79

8?



TABLE16.- SPRINGMARGINSOF SAFETY

COMPONENT

SUPPORTPINS (SHEAR)

FORWARDPIN BENDING

AFTPIN BENDING

MARGIN

+I. 00

+0.07

+0.23

FORWARDLUG

AFTLUG

BALLSCREWBUSHING

BALLSCREWLUG(BEARING)

BALLSCREW(TRANSVERSE)

+0.59

+i. 14

HIGH

HIGH

+2.64

TABLE17.- BALLSCREWNUTMARGINSOF SAFETY

COMPONENT MARGIN

ATTACHMENTLUGS

BUSHING

NUTBASE

PIN

+3.57

+1.32

+0.09

+0.53

SAGINAW(TENSION)

SAGINAW(COMPRESSION)

THREADS

+0.00

+2.21

+0.26
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TABLE18.- ALIGN_[ENTGEARBOXMARGINSOFSAFETY

,r.

COMPONENT
J

GEAR BOX THRUST BEARING

BEARING RETAINER (TOP)

HOUSING TO STRONG BACK LUG

HOUSING TO STRONG BACK BUSHING

HOUSING TO SCREW (LOWER BEARING)

HOUSING TO SCREW (LOWER LUG)

THRUST BEARING TO HOUSING FLANGE (UPPER)

SHAFT NO. 1

SHAFT NO. 2

SHAFT NO. 3

SHAFT NO. 4

MARGIN

+0.67

+0.03

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

+I. 92

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

+0. ii
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TABLE 19.- DAMPER _IARGINS OF SAFETY

COMPONENT

ROD END LINK

ROD END THREAD (SHEAR)

ROD END THREAD (TENSION)

ROD END BOLT (SHEAR)

ROD END BOLT (BENDING)

DAMPER PISTON THREAD (SHEAR)

DAMPER PISTON THREAD (TENSION)

CYLINDER END CAP

CYLINDER CLEVIS LUGS

CLEVIS PIN (SHEAR)

CLEVIS PIN (BENDING)

FORWARD LINK LUG TO DAMPER

(TRANSVERSE LOAD)

FORWARD LINK LUG TO DAMPER

(BENDING)

LOWER DAMPER MOUNT LUG

LOWER DAMPER MOUNT LUG (BUSHING)

LOWER DAMPER MOUNT LUG

(TRANSVERSE LOAD)

DAMPER MOUNT TO SIDE PLATE (VERTICAL LOAD)

DAMPER MOUNT TO SIDE PLATE BOLT

DAMPER MOUNT TO SIDE PLATE (SIDE LOAD)

MARGIN

+0.12

+3.01

+0.79

+i. 26

+0.02

+4.46

+0.78

+0.08

+0.04

+i. 01

+0.38

+0.05

+0.22

HIGH

HIGH

+3.70

+3.02

+0°28

+0.22
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TABLE 25.- GROUND VIBRATION TESTING OF

DECOUPLER PYLON

CONFIGURATION

NATURAL FREQL_NCY - H z

LATERAL

Ist PITCH 2nd PITCH BENDING YAW

MODE MODE MODE MODE

COUPLED

PITCH &

YAW

Pylon #I with Tight Linkage

Pins, Upper LH Skin Off -

Damper Installed

Damper Removed

Pylon #1 with Tight Linkage

Pins, Upper LH Skin On -

Damper In

Damper Remov.

Damper in, No Fluid

Pylon #2 with Tight Linkage

Pins, Upper LH Skin On -

Damper in, No Fluid

Pylon #2 with Loose Linkage

Pins, Upper LH Skin On,

Damper in, No Fluid

Damper Out

Pylon #I with Medium Linkage

Fit

Pins, Upper LH Skin On,

Damper in, No Fluid

Damper Out

*N. E.

3.5

3.5

3.61

6.7

7.3

7.8

8.0

8.0

8.0

7.8

7.8

5.7

5.7

6.7

6.7

5.5

5.5

5.0

5.o

5.0

4.5

4.5

4.5

4.5

4.5

* N.E. - Not Excited Due to Load Limitations of the

Test Equipment.

**Final Configuration
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TABLE 26.- BREAK0t_ FRICTION TESTING OF DECOUPLER PYLON

CONFIGURATION

PYLON #I with Tight Linkage

Fit and Damper Removed

PYLON #i with Tight Linkage

Fit Except Support Bushings

Looser by .002 in. diameter

- Damper Installed

- Damper Removed

PYLON #2 with Tight Linkage

Fit

- Damper Installed with

No Fluid

PYLON #2 with Loose Linkage

Fit

- Damper Installed with

No Fluid

- Damper Removed

PYLON #2 with Medium Linkage

Fit

- Damper Installed with

No Fluid

- Damper Out

PYLON #i with Medium

Linkage Fit

- Damper Installed

Teflon Rings

- Damper Out

NOSE UP

MOMENT

N'M (IN- LB)

,J

759(6720)

850(7520)

488(4320)

643.5(5695)

428(3785)

276(2445)

390(3451)**

314(2781)

617(5460)*

579(5125)

NOSE DOWN

MOMENT

N'M (IN- LB)

900(7968)

795.5(7040)

578.5(5120)

544(4815)

311(2755)

279(2466)

532(4712)**

416(3682)

591(5227)*

561.5(4969)

** Final Configuration Except for Damper Rework of 0-Rings

* Final Configuration
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TABLE 27 .- LINKAGE GEOMETRY MEASUREMENTS

Difference in L.H. and R.H. Dimension - cm(in.)

Pylon No. 1 Pylon No. 2

Fore and Aft Vertical Fore and Aft

Upper Support Fwd Holes

Upper Support Aft Holes

Fwd Link Lower Holes

Fwd Link Upper Holes

Aft Link Lower Holes

Aft Link Upper Holes

o(o)

.0051(.002)

.0099(.0039)

.0114(.0045)

.0020(.0008)

.0033(.0013)

o(o)

o(o)

.0208(.0082)

.0229(.0090)

.oo46(.oo18)

.oo36(.oo14)

o(o)

.ozo2(.oo4)

.o127(.oo5)

.oo25(.ooi)

o(o)

.0127(.005)

Vertical

o(o)

.0102(.004)

.0038(.0015)

o(o)

.0025(.001)

o(o)

TABLE 28.- LINK PIN CLEARANCES

* Pin Clearances - cm(in.)
Design Concept

Original Design with

Pins Pressed in Links

Dummy Pins with

Loose Fit

Intermediate Design

with Medium Fit

Final Design with

Loose Fit

Links

-.0025(-.0oi)

.0076(.003)

.0041(.0016)

.0076(.003)

Support & Sideplate

.0051(.002)

.0152(.006)

.014o(.o055)

.0140(.0055)

* Negative Sign Indicates Interference Fit
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TABLE 30.- DECOUPLER PYLON PARA_ETER LIST

MAX

PARMID PARAMETER NAME RANGE FREQ. (HE)

PDOIO Calibrated Airspeed 75 to i000 Kts 2

PD020 True Airspeed 250 to 1500 Kts 2

PDOI3 Math # 0 to 2.0 2

PDOII Altitude - Coarse -1.5 to 78.5 K-Ft. 2

PDOI2 Altitude - Fine I0 K-Ft. 2

TAOIIC Total Temp. - Coarse -i00 to 300 Deg. F 2

TAOIIF Total Temp. - Fine 40 Deg. F 2

ALPHA Angle of Attack -5 to 40 Deg. 5

BETA Angle of Sideslip -22.5 to 22.5 Deg 5

GDOII Pitch Angle -180 to 180 Deg. i0

GDOI2 Roll Angle. -180 to 180 Deg. 20

GDOI6 Heading 0 to 360 Deg. I0

GD013 Pitch Rate -60 to 60 Deg/Sec 16

GDOI4 Roll Rate -300 to 300 Deg/Sec 20

GD015 Yaw Rate -200 to 200 Deg/Sec i0

AB002 Long. Accel. C.G. -i to Ig 20

ABO03 Let. Accel. C.G. -1 to ig 20

ABO06 Normal Accel. C.G. -I to Ig 20

AS031 L/H Wingtip Launcher Fwd -5 to 5g 50

A5032 L/H Wingtip Launcher Aft -5 to 5g 50

AS063 R/H Wingtip Launcher Fwd -5 to 5g 50

AS064 R/H Wingtip Launcher Aft -5 to 5g 50

ATO09 L/N Horizontal Tail -25 to 25g 50

ATOIO R/H Horizontal Tail -25 to 25g 50

AT012 Vrt. Fintip Fwd -15 to 15g 50

ASOSIT *L/H GBU-8 Vrt. Fwd -5 to 5g 25

ASOSIJ *R/H GBU-8 Vrt. Fwd -5 to 5g 25

ASO52T *L/H GBU-8 Lat. Fwd -5 to 5g 25

ASO52J *R/H GBU-8 Lat. Fwd -5 to 5g 25

ASO29K *L/H 370 Gal. Tank-Nose-Vrt. -5 to 5g 25

ASO30K *L/H 370 Gal. Tank-Nose-Lat. -2.5 to 2.5g 25

ASO29K *R/H 370 Gal. Tank-Nose-Vrt. -5 to 5g 25

AS033R *R/H 370 Gal. Tank-Nose-Let. -2.5 to 2.58 25

AT013 Vrt. Fintip Aft -15 to 15g 50

Excitation _de Digital -2 Bits I0

Excitation Signal TBD 25

DWO08 Leading Edge Flap Pos. -5 to 30 Deg. 20

DWO06 L/H Flapperon Pos -20 to 20 De E . 20

DWO07 R/H Flapperon Pos. -20 to 20 Deg. 20

DTO04 L/H Horiz. Tail Pos. -45 to 45 Deg. 20

DTO05 R/H fforiz. Tail Pos. -45 to 45 Deg. 20

DTO06 Rudder Poe. -45 to 45 De E . i0

*L/H Lower Pylon Align. Pos. -5 to 5 Deg. I0

*R/H Lower Pylon Align. Pos -5 to 5 De E . i0

*L/H U/L Pylon Pos. -8 to 8 In. 2

*R/H U/L Pylon Pos. -8 to 8 In. 2

EVENT Pilot Event Marker ON/OFF 2

TAPE Tape Motion ON/OFF 2

VDCIO Reg. i0 VDC Mon. 0 to i0 VDC 2

VDC28 Inst. 28 VDC Mort. 0 to 28 VDC 2

GDOO1 Fwd Fuselage Fuel Quan. 0 to 4000 ibs. 2

GDO02 Aft Fuselage Fuel Quan. 0 to 3000 ibs. 2

GDO04 L/H Wing Fuel Quan. 0 to 650 ibs. 2

GDO05 R/R Wing Fuel Quan. 0 to 650 ibs. 2

GDO06 L/H 370 Gal. Tank Fuel Quan. 0 to 4000 ibs. 2

GD007 R/H 370 Gal. Tank Fuel Quan. 0 to 4000 ibs. 2

GDO03 Total Fuel Quan. 0 to 15000 ibs. 2

*L/R Pylon Pitch Spring Bending Mom _ 6000 In. lbs. 2

*R/H Pylon Pitch Spring Bending Mom _ 6000 In. lbs. 2

* - STORE AND PYLON INSTRUMENTATION
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ROLLER BEARIN(

DRIVE GEAR

SCREW JACK_ '

I

I

I

I
I

I

I

• I

IVE GEARS

L---ROLLER BEARING

Figure 13.- Pylon alignment motor and gear train.
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Figure 17.- Structural representation.
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!
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I

!

Inboard "H" Frame

"H" Frames Pin Connected to Wing

I 0

Ii

Pylon Aft Attachment

"H" Frame

Pylon Fwd Attachment

Pylon

Figure 18.- F-16 wing-weapon-pylon attachment simulation.
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Fwd Pylon

Model Pivot (A/P Scale) Attachment

F.S. 8.58m F.S. 8.88m

Wing L.E. (337.67 in) (349.67 in)

F.s.7.98m(314.12in), _____ ...... __
.076, (3.0 in).-_'--lq_TH_o_-- :"t--j" --

• , _ IF.S. 8.98m .432m

Fwd _ooK--_, F---"(353.7 in)(17.0 in)

F.S_8.22m [_zJ.y zn),_ ___/_, T

lw

-+------GBU-8/B_ centerline ¢ C.G.

"_ F.S. 8.60m (338.46 in)

Aft Pylon

Attachment

F.S. 9.50m

(373.9 in)

Wing T.E.

F.S. I0.39m

(408.95 in)
i

# Wing Chord at

_m'----'S.S. 3.05m (120 in

.686m

(27.0 in)

I

,, |

I

;

a.) Production pylon

.33m (13.0 in)_----l.12m_._(44.0 in_!

.27= f
(10.75 in) _ /L , I

.21m _ k, ( I

(8.34 in) L 'd ; K.,--" ..............,jrj21
-+------GBU-81B centerline _ --

_- C.G.

------_6m-- -_ ICing Chord at S.S
3.05m (120 in)

.6

(27.0 in)

I 'I
I
I

;

GBU-8/B Length 3.64m (143.3 in)

b.) Decoupler pylon, Current Design Simulation

Figure 19.- Structural representation of production pylon

and decoupler pylon.
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SYMMETRIC MODE NO. I /

SYMMETRIC MODE NO. 2

FREQUENCY 5.343

SYMMETRIC MODE NO. 3

FREQUENCY = 6.135

Figure 21.- First three analytical symmetric modes with production pylon.
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J

SYMMETRIC MODE NO. 1 _ __.,_

SYMMETRIC MODE NO. 2

FI_QUENCY_

SYMMETRIC MODE NO. 3 _

122

Figure 22.- First three analytical symmetric modes with zero pitch

stiffness of current design decoupler pylon.



SY_ETRICMODENO. 1
FREOUENCY-- 3. 259 Hz

SYMMETRICMODENO. 2
FREQUENCY= 3.694 Hz

SYMMETRICMODENO. 3
FREQUENCY= 5.123 Hz

Figure 23.- First three analytical symmetric modeswith decoupler pylon
stiffness based on test data.
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ANTISYMMETRICMODENO. 1
FREQUENCY= 5. 112 Hz

ANTISYMMETRICMODENO. 2
FREQUENCY-- 5.4 18

Figure 24.- First three analytical antisymmetric modeswith production pylon.
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ANTTSYMMETRIC MODE NO. 1

FREQUENCY = 5.412 Hz

ANTISYMMETRIC MODE NO. 2

FREQUENCY = 6.151 Hz

Figure 25.- First three analytical antisymmetric modes with zero pitch

stiffness of current design decoupler pylon.
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ANTISYMMETRIC MODE NO. 1

FREQUENCY = 3.448 Hz

Figure 26.- First three analytical antisymmetric modes with decoupler pylon

pitch stiffness equal to 3502 N'cm -I (2000 ib'in-l)o
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ANTISYMMETRICMODENO. 1
FREQUENCY- 3.216 Hz

ANTISYM_ETRICMODENO.
FREQUENCY= 4.901

ANTISYMMETRICMODENO.
FREQUENCY_ 5.211

Figure 27.- First three analytical antisymmetric modeswith decoupler pylon
stiffness based on test data.
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Linear Stiffness

(1000)
500

.... ' .... "_ (600).
No Flutter -- "-3-0.-0"

I

!

'(z,oo).
200 "

0

L'r.1
:>

(2o01.
i00 "

1.0

Non-Linear Stiffness (N-6)

Figure 30.- Flutter boundary determination with non-linear pylon

stiffness. Stiffness ratio (N)=6.
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Linear Stiffness

(I0001._
500

Flu_ _ 400

.o_=._ ,__oo_
E

i

Ew

_ (4oo).200 "

(200).
I00 "

l.O

Non-Linear $=tffness (N-IO)

0.6

_/_ - 2.o

I I 1 t I

.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

el/e0

Figure 31.- Flutter boundary determination with non-linear pylon

stiffness. Stiffness ratio (N)=I0.
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Linelr Stiffness

(I000).
500

(800)

.... - (6O0)
_- No Fiuccer ' _ " -300

I

_ (400).
200"

0

r._

(2OO),
i00

Non-Linear Stlffness(N=20)

1.0

0.6

Rlt,',o= 2.0

I I I I I

.2 .4 .6 ..8 1.0

el/So

Figure 32.- Flutter boundary determination with non-linear pylon

stiffness. Stiffness ratio (N)=20.
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-I in -I )
K - 3502 N.cm (2000 lb.

-i -i)C = 175.1N-sec.cm (i00 ib-sec.in
-I .in -l )

K = 3502 N.cm (2000 ib

C = 383.5 N'sec.cm-l(219 ib'sec "in-l)

800

600

O

200

400

7 3o0

Q

200

100

0

0

C ACTS AT 54.1 cm (21.3 in)

* Alignment gains which meet the

MIL-F-9490D(USAF) criteria.

\
K = 7005 N-cm-l(4000 ib "in-l)

C = 383.5 N.sec,cm-l(219 Ib'sec "in-l)

20 30 40

ALIGNMENT SYSTEM GAIN AT Iii.76cm (KN.s -l'cm-l)

I0 20 30 40xlO 3

-I
ALIGNMENT SYSTEM GAIN AT 44.0 INCHES (LB-s "in -l)

Figure 33.- Antisymmetric alignment gain versus airspeed.
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cn
E-4

_400

,-.1

200

0

7'

400

30O

200

c_
Q

i00

c = 384 N.sec.cm-l(219 ib-sec.in -I) at 54.1cm (21.3 in)

K - 3502 N.cm -I

(2000 ib-in -I)

I0

i
• _,j | •

20 40 50 60

-I
K -- 7005 N,cm

(4000 Ib.in -I)

-i
ALIGNMENT SYSTEM GAIN AT Iii.76cm (KN-s "cm -I)

! | ! !

i0 20 30 40xlO 3

ALIGNMENT SYSTEM GAIN AT 44.0 INCHES (LB.s-l.in -I)

Figure 34.- Symmetric alignment gain versus airspeed.
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4
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Figure 39.- Aircraft flight parameters for symmetric pullup

pushover maneuvers, altitude = S.L., M=0.9.
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F _ PYLON-TO-WING LOADS

V_ AT WING REFERENCE

EJECTION LOAD APPLICATION POINT
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Figure 42.- Single store (GBU-8) ejection analysis representation.
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Figure 46.- NASA decoupler pylon loads measurement

instrumentation spring (676S036) installation.
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Figure 47.- Decoupler pylon spring no. i, load vs. displacement.
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Figure 48.- Decoupler pylon spring no. 2, load vs. displacement.
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Figure 49.- Decoupler pylon spring no. I, load vs. strain.
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APPENDIX A

Drawing Nmabers and Parts

This appendix contains the £inal design drawing numbers

and information on how these drawings are used in the pylon

assembly. Each engineering change order which was issued

during the course of the design and fabrication phases are

also documented. A drawing tree which identifies the drawing

numbers and their relationship with each other is also

included.
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TABLE AI.- NASA DECOUPLER PYLON CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST

tilt IILLCT |IIIEIT|Io IIUUlNI

DP6 7600

_- a! Ol&_lG IU_II

676S001

¢0_TI_'T |IO eNu aIOUEI¢_LI¥1I

NASA DECOUPLER PYLON

¢IaNIAL'T UAI_ILEIUT

676PP002, dated 25 February L982
Revision A, dared 26 April 1983

Nm61e _ F_llF0ltll_q mNE(_FICAnOII

676PS002, dated 18 June 1982
Revision A, dated 21 April 1983

UaTTIFA61 UGIU0mEUIITT LIO ¢01TMIL 0ql_UEmT

676P5001, dated 26 April L982
Rev. A, 15 June 1982: Key. B, 2] April 1983

_L¢C_EMAI¢| _ g%AOa

676PR009, dated I5 December [982

PAGE 1

CIEIPAaV NU_IIEIII CEI UlII&L leUJ0|II

676S00t-[ 00t & 002

IIAm_ACTUII| m

GENERAL DYNAMICS/FORT WORTH DIVISION

¢ONflGUl&lr IOeOMAOeAG|U([mT Iq.Aie

676PPO03, dated 15 April L982

(Pr.evtous ty FZM-6973)
|000 ITIt0 0&TA P&Cl AG|

i. CLASS ! Olalr._.s (_om[)

2. CLASS tl CHANGES (ECIll)

3. F_tLUIUE R[rowrs (_N[)

&. DtSCJ[l[rAlIC¥ It£rOItTS (llOUl[)

$. DItAWING LIST

k. COlltr[GUlU[O ARTICL[S LIST

OF 6

7. OiL4M [lIGS

8. 0[S|_l/rtt_lliNCl[ Sr[C,

9. SPAR*" I_ItTS LIST (0UG. &;6S]00)

tO. 001' SO

I I. OP¢I_TII_ • SUPtmOIT _AZARO

A_4LVS IS R[FOIT

INTENDED USE: DECOUPLER PYLON AIRCRAFT MODIFICATION

INDENTURE ORAWlNG'0_ART REV
1121314 5,6 NUMBER(S) LTR

X 676Z001-1

X 676Sl00-1,- 7 S

Xl 676S001-1 C

X 676S002-I A

X 676S0_0-1,-9,-1 t C

676S043-1,-2 ,-15,- 17,
X _t9,.Stt_52 r_53 C

X 676S050-7 A

X 6 76S004- l A

X 6765030-1,-2,-9,-| 1 D

X 676S03 t-7,-_ A

X 6 76S038- ! A

X- 676S043-3, -5, -27,-37, C
-39,-40,-4L, -43,-45,-46

X 676M014- 7 , -9

X 676M042- I A

X 6 76H048- 7 A

DRAWING
DATE

LINE ITEM
NOMENCLATURE

09-07-831 NASA DECOUPLER PYLON

04-18-83 PYI,ON INSTALLATION

04-18-83 P_r.,ON ASSEHBLY

03-09-83 SUPPORT ASSEMBLY

12-09-82 SUPPORT _UT

04-18-83 SKIN DETAILS

03-09-83 MOUNT - SWITCH HOUKT DETAILS

11-01-82 RACK BEAM ASSEMBLY

04-18-83 PACK SIDE PLATES - RACK BEAM

I0-14-83 RACK BEAM INTERCOSTAL

11-01-82 DAMPER MOUNT

O4- t8-83 SKIN DETAILS

LO-25-82 DAMPER MOUNT DETAILS

L0-L4-82 NUT ASSEMBLY - BALL SCREW

tl-O1-8_ HOt]WrING PIN - ALIGNMENT SYSTEM
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TABLE AI.- (CONTINUED)

OF[AWING/PAR 1' REV
NUMBER(S} LI"R

676S036-1

676S037-7,-9

676M010- [ C

6 76M011 - 7 A

676MO12-7 D

676M013-7,-9

676M040- [ C

676M041-7 A

676M043-[,-3 ,-5,-13,-15 A

676M044-7,-9 ,- [ I A

676MO45-7,-9,-[1,-13,

-15,-17

676M046-7

676M050-I

676M049-1,-3,-4,-5,-9,

-11

676S033-3I,-33,-803,

-805t-807,-809

676S034-7

676SO32-3,-7

676S050-9,-11,-13

676S050-[5

676E00121,-3,-7,-9,

-11,-23

676E003- [

676D002-50

676D003-50

16S503-5

676S200-[

D

A

C

A

A

C

A

B

E

Y

DRAWING
DATE

[0-l[-82

10-ll-82

04-18-83

PAGE 2 OF 6

LINE ITEM

NOMENCLATURE

SPRING ASSEMBLY

SPRING DETAILS

DAMPER ASSEMBLY

[2-[8-82 CYLINDER

0[-[7-83 DAMPER ASSEMBLY

09-0[-82 GLAND AND DIAPHRAGM

03-09-83 DRIVE ASSEMBLY - ALIGNMENT SYSTEM

11-0[-82 BALL SCREW - ALIGNMENT SYSTEM

12-13-82 HOUSING ASSEMBLY - ALIGNMENT SYSTEM

02-[5-83 IDLER AND INPUT SHAFTS

09-17-82 GEARS (AMR REWORK)

08-20-82 BEARING RETAINER - ALIGNMENT SYSTEM

03-08-83 MOTOR ASSEMBLY

03-08-83 MOTOR DETAILS

04-18-83 LINK PINS

02-15-83 AFT LINK

03-09-83 FWD LINK

03-09-83 SWITCH MOUNT DETAILS - CAMS

03-09-83 SWITCH MOUNT DETAILS - RETAINER

04-27-83 J+ RELAY INSTALLATION -ALIGNMENT SYS.

04-2 7-83 HARNESS ROUTING

03-01-83 EMERGENCY JETTISON - WIRING

03-10-83 HARNESS -ALIGNMENT SYS. LIMIT SWITCH

0[-05-83 SWAY BRACE ASSEMBLY

03-09-83 AIRCRAFT MOD KIT
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TABLE AI.- (CONTINUED)

DRAWING/PART
NUMBER(S)

676E004- 1 ,- 7

6 76D003- 52

676F00t-[,-7,-9,-[5

676D003-5[, -53,-54,-55,

-_6

676ISOOt-[,-2

t6IS029-1,-3,-5,-801

676ID826-2

16ID1501-2

16ID1502-2

676S300

PAGE ] OF 6

REV DRAWING

LTR DATE

09-13-82

E O3- I0-83

09-07-82

E O3-10-83

01-14-83

8 01-13-83

10-12-82

T 11-22-82

P 11-22-82

09-07-83

LINEITEM

NOMENCLATURE

EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION AND CIU MOD.

JETTISON MATRIX

LIGHT PANEL INSTALLATION - COCKPIT

LIGHT PANEL DETAILS - ALIGNMENT SYS.

STRAIN GAGE INSTL. ,- SPRING

ACCELEROMETER INSTL. - GBU-8

SIGNAL DIAGRAM (HARNESSES)

REMOTE CONNECTOR SCHEDULE L/H

REMOTE CONNECTOR SCHEDULE R/H

SPARES LIST
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TABLEAI. - (CONTINUED)

RFCC CLASS DRAWING NO.(S) ECN

NO. I II -" AFFECTED NO.

6 76-R-001 X 676D003 2A 658

PAGE 4 OF 6

COMMENTS

CDR Action Item No. 676-24. Delete null

position sensing on pylon. Provide pilot

control of AC power to pylon.

676-R-OO2 = X 676MOt2 2C 363 ! Added piston head dimensions for "Before

! ] and After" chrome plating.

6 76-R-003 X 676MO42 4E 020

676MO4A 4E 022

676M045 4E 021

676HO46 4E 019

676SO30 4E 025

676SO31 4E 023

676S032 4E 024

New part called out for unavailable part.

Change End Article quantity.

Change End Article quantity.

Correct finish callout.

Add LaRC No. and make drawing changes to

accomodate skin.

Add LaRC No. and change End Article qty.

Add switch cams.

676-R-006 X

676-R-007 X

6 76 -R -008 X

6 76-R-009

676-R-004 X 676MOLO 2C 364 Obtain greater flexibility of distance

between en_s of damper.

676M012 4E 017 Provide changeable damping orifice.

676S033 IC 588 Add lubrication provisions.

676S040 4E 018 Accomodate fastener requirements.

676-R-005 X 676M040 2C 353 To more accurately define dimensions to

assure non-leaking fit of Alignment

Drive Assembly components.

676M041 2C 352 To call out Saginaw Steering Gear Div. part

number to ensure correct fit of next

assembly.

676S036 6E 345 To correct callout of next assembly.

676SO38 2C 354 To change dimensions callouts to eliminate

interference of damper mount.

676M048 6E 346 To decrease overall length of mounting pin

to clear thicker skin requirement.

676S004 6E 347 To correct title block to call out correct

sheet number.

676S030 6E 329 To correct ECN number in "A" Change" block

and to correct stock size of side plate.

676S033 6E 328 To change length and diameter of fwd and

aft link pins.

676SO33 2C 359 To correct next assembly callout.

676S040. 2C 355 To add safety wire hole.

676HOl2 2C 358 To provide changeable damping orifice.

676S030 6E 348 To provide for alternate material.

X 676D003 4B 186 Correct clearance deficiency on Alignment

I System wiring.
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TABLE AI.- (CONTINUED)

PAGE 5 OF 6

RFCC CLASS _DRAWlNG NO.(S) ECN COMMENTS
NO. AFFECTEO NO.

676-R-010 X 676E001 2C 907 To change material callout.

676-R-0l[ X 676S030 6E 417 To ream bushings for correct fit.
676S032 6E 349 To make holes compatible with both

fwd. l_nks.
676S033 6E 4L6 To make holes compatible with lLnk pins
676SO40 6E 419 To ream bushings for correct fit.

676-R-012 X 676MO43 6E 421 To make part accomodate Alignment Assembly
Motor.

676M045 6E 422 To specify commercial heat treat process.

676S037 6E 420 To call out dry film lube.

676-R-013 X 676M042 2E 020 To correct next assembly callout.

676M040 2E 026 To accomodate motor changes.
676MO10 2E 027 To add callout for variable orifice.

676M011 2E 028 To eliminate duplicate callout.

676-R-014 x 676S100 2E 031

6 76M044 2E 033

676S001 2E 030

6 76S034 2E 032

676SO43 2E 029

To eliminate finish callout.
To correct shaft bore

To change finish callout.
To provide clearance for full pylon

rotation.

To implement shop request to ease manu-
facturing and handling.

676-R-O15 X 676DOO2 4B 193 To lengthen ground wires for shielding.

676DO03 4B 191 To correct $7 & $8 switches on drawing.

676blO12 OE 490 To remove Note 6 from drawing.

676-R-016 X ..... ;;;D66;- 4B 197 TO make drawing agree with as-bu£11: hard-

ware.

676D003 4B 196 To make drawing agree with as-built hard-
wa re.

676-R-O17 X 676E001 4E 516 To make drawing/parts list agree with

as-built hardware.

676-R-O18 X 676DO03 4B 199 To correct pin callouts which were reversed

on Alignment Device and Limit switches.
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TABLE AI. - (CONTINUED)

RFCC CLASS

NO. I II

676-R-01.9 X

"" DRAWING NO(S)

AFFECTED

PAGE _' OF _,

ECN COMMENTS
NO.

676S001 2E 084

676S002 2E 083

676S032 2E 085

676S043 2E 086

676S050 2E 080

676MO40 2E 034

To make engineering

as-built hardware.

To make engineering

as-built hardware

To make engineering

as-built hardware

To make engineering

as-built hardware

To make engineering

as-built hardware

To make engineering

as-built hardware.

compatible with

compatible with

compatible with

compatible with

compatible with

compa_ ble with

............ p ....................... .....................................................

676-R-O20 X 676SI00 OD 220 To provide for installation of nuclear

lockout pin.

676S033 OD 221 To increase clearance to reduce friction.

676S001 OD 222 To increase pin clearance Co reduce

friction.

676S030 OD 223 To add ½ inch hole in side plate to remove

orifice.

676S043 OD 22& To add ½ inch hole in upper skin for

access to screw in lower skin. To cut

radius in lower skin closure for rack

remova I.

676M010 OD 225 To change seals and remove orifice in

damper to reduce friction•

676-R*021 X 676E003 8E 865 To add current wiring harness callouts to

Parts List.

676-R-022 X 676F001 6E 885 To replace swi=ch callouC and harness

callout.

..........................................................................................

676-R-023 X 676E003 8E 875 Key not required on Vendor part.

676E001 8E 876 To correct circuit breaker callout.

676-R-O24 X 676SIOO OD 227 To add NASA decals to pylons.
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APPENDIX B

Equations of Motion

In the preliminary analyses conf_ucted prior to the pylon

ground tests, the natural modes of vibration were computed

with the decoupler pylon pitch spring removed. Hence, the

decoupler pylon and attached store introduced no pitch moment

to the wing in the calculation of these modes of vibration.

Also, the absolute pitch angle of the store was zero for each

of these natural modes. The Lagrangian equations of motion

were then applied to couple the natural modes computed in

this manner with a single store pitch mode. In the store

pitch mode, the entire airplane was constrained to zero

deflection except for the lower part of the pylon and the

attached store. All other degrees of freedom of the weapon

motion were represented by the natural modes. The

deflections in the store pitch mode were described entirely

Dy the rigid body pitching motion about the pylon pivot.

The pitch deflection, 8, of the wing at the decoupler

pylon station is defined by the difference in the vertical

deflection of the wing at the spring damper alignment

attachment x2, and the vertical deflection of the pylon pivot

xl, divided by the distance between the two stations r.

e hs(xz) - hs(Xl) (BI)
s r

where hs(X I) and h s (x 2) are the vertical deflections in mode

s at the decoupler pivot and at fuselage station x2 at the

decoupler pylon wing station.
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The deflection in the element connecting the decoupler

pylon to the wing, 8 , can be expressed in terms of the

generalized coordinates, q, as follows:

- r (EOsqs - Opqp) - rO d
s-I

(B2)

where 8 is positive in compression and 8 8 is the relative

pitch angle between the wing and the store and is positive

when the wing pitch angle (positive nose up) is greater than

the store pitch angle (positive nose up). The subscripts s

and p represent the N natural modes of the airplane and the

store pitch mode, respectively.

Zero airspeed equations of motion. The equations of

motion for zero airspeed and for the special case in which

the element connecting the wing and decoupler pylon is

represented by only a spring can be expressed as follows:

k>01C=G=0

Qr

Qp

(B3)

The M matrix is a diagonal generalized mass matrix
rr

computeo tot the N natural modes of vibration. The Mpr and

M row and column vectors contain the mass coupling terms
rp

between the natural modes and the store pitch mode.

The Krr matrix is a diagonal generalized stiffness

matrix for the N natural modes of vibration. The N+I row and

column are zero because the forces produced by the decoupler

pylon spring are treated as externally applied loads.

The elements o£ the Qr vector represent the generalized
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forces acting upon equations 1 through N in Equation B3, a:nd

Qp is the generalized force acting upon the store pitch mode.

When the pylon spring is in compression it produces a
nose down moment on the wing and a nose up moment on the

pylon• The generalized force produced by the pylon spring

force can be expressed as follows:

qr " r(-re_k)er

Qp - r(+re6k)e p

(B4)

Substituting the expression for 8 8 from equation B2 into

equation B4 yields the following expression for the

generalized forces.

qr

• I

• qP

811 ele 2 ele3 ...

eze I 8z2 82e 3 •..

0301 0301 o2 ...

-ele p

-e zep

-e3e p

I f I I

qT

q •

'

(B5)

The generalized forces can be seen to be expressible as

a stiffness matrix. When transferred to the left side of

equation B3, they add a stiffness coupling term to every

element of the stiffness matrix.

To include the effect of viscous damping C and of

feedback gain G, replace k in equation B5 with (k+i_C+G/i_)

for harmonic motion.

Zero airspeed stability analysis• - To determine the

value ot G that would drive the system unstable at zero

airspeed, for particular values of k and C, it is convenient

to think of disconnecting the valve feedback linkage

(breaking the loop) and com_T_anding a valve deflection, 8 i.
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The pylon is connected to the wing by _the spring and damper

elements. The force produced by the alignment device in

response to the 8i input deflection to the valve is applied

to the wing and pylon. The equations of motion are expressed
as follows:

[ II+l[ IIMrr Mr qr Krr 0 qr I
+ (B6)

r 2 (k+±_c)

%_ 8182 8183 ...

9ze I S_ 9283 ...

83%1 83@ 2 8_ ...

-@p91 -@p92 -@p83 ...

-818p[

I

-82%pi

I
-03%P I

: I
• I

+D l

.A

qr
e

qp

+e 2

+e 3

-%Pl

The relative pitch angle between the wing and the store, in

response to the force produced by the input pitch angle

command to the alignment device, can be computed. The ratio

ot the response pitch angle to the input command pitch angle

is expressed by equation B7.

06 N

(_ilr) " _
s-l

qs _ (qi_r)es (_-g_-_r)ep (B7)

The ratio expressed by equation B7 can be plotted and the

Nyquist criteria applied to determine the stability o_ the

system for a specific value of G and/or to determine the

critical value o£ G.

General open loop equations with aerodynamics. - To

obtain the equations of motion for a flight condition, the

generalized aerodynamic terms are added to the left side of

equation B6.
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I Ars
Aps

Arp ]

A ;'jqI..__.1 -r: i)
" _2 (k + i_.C + i_

(B8)

where

_r2
A_ = 1 - (-j) (1+Ig_) H-_r+ q"rr

m

Ars = Qrs

- AQ -

App = Hpp

, E_s

-- I

Mrs- 4-_r3 _; hrhsdm

and

gr

b
r

_r

oJ

1

Qrs = _2 ;; hrAPsdS

is the structural damping coefficient for the r

generalized coordinate

is a reference length

is the r th natural mode frequency

is the exciting frequency

th

These equations have been divided by (-4Pb3_ 2) to put the

left hand side into the standard format that is used for

flutter analyses.

The right hand side consists of the forces produced by

the k, C, and G elements due to a commanded 8 i deflection.

This is equivalent to breaking the loop for all three

elements simultaneously. Conceptually, the forces produced

by the input deflection to the k, C, and G elements can be

applied to the wing and the pylon. The response to these

excitation forces can then be computed in the form of the

store pitch angle relative to the wing, 88 . The frequency

response function relating the feedback, 88 , to the input

(_i) can then be computed.
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Stability analysis to select pylon pitch stiffness. To

determine the pylon pitch stiffness necessary to stabilize

the system, C and G are set equal to zero in equation B8 with

an arbitrarily selected value of k.

Aps App

At each selected airspeed, the

(B9)

generalized coordinate

response per ( 8i/r ) can be computed and then weighted to

determine the store pitch relative to the wing.

(s±/r) " - ep )
(BI0)

The real and imaginary parts of equation B10 can be plotted

with frequency as the independent variable. Since the

magnitude of the plot is proportional to the selected value

of k, the value of k that causes the system to pass through

the minus-one point (negative feedback) can be determined.

This is the value of k that produces neutral stability. The

process can be repeated for several selected airspeeds to

define a curve that relates the airspeed vs. the spring

stiffness that causes instability. This analysis is

equivalent to a flutter analysis which includes all stiffness

and mass coupling terms between the N natural modes and the

single store pitch mode.

Stability analysis to select pylon pitch damping. To

determine the effect of pylon damping a value of C is

selected, the damping loop is closed, and G is set equal to

zero to obtain the following equation.
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(Bll)

Repeating the analysis procedure described in the preceding

section for determining the pylon pitch stiffness to

stabilize the system with zero damping, yields a similar

relationship between airspeed and pylon stiffness for
selected values of pylon damping.

Stability analysis to select pylon alignment gain. To

determine the critical value of the alignment gain for

selected values of pylon spring stiffness and damping, the

loop is closed for the selected value of k and C and the

system is driven with the forces produced by an input 8 i to

the alignment element. Equation BI0 reduces to the following

equation

(BI2)

An arbitrary value of G can be selected to compute the ratio

of O 8 to (8i/r) through the application of equation BI0.

Following the procedure for the previous two sections, the

real and imaginary parts of the ratio can be plotted and

subsequently scaled up or down to deter_ine the value of G
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that causes the plot to pass through the minus-one point. By

repeating this analysis for several selected airspeeds a plot
of the critical value of G versus airspeed can be determined

for any preselected value of k and C.

Equations with all decoupler pylon loops closed. - The

equations of motion for the case in which the decoupler pylon

spring, damper, and al ig nmen t loops are closed can be

expressed as follows:

Ars Ar p r2(k+£_C + _G) [ eres _ere p qs
(BI3)

representsThe right hand side of equation BI3 the

generalized external forces on the system, such as, the

generalized forces produced by gusts, control surface

deflection, taxi, or store ejection.
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APPENDIX C

Predicted Alignment System Performance to Symmetric Maneuvers

Time history store pitch misal ignment angles were

computed and are shown for variations in starting

misal ignment angle, store c.g. , and type of symmetric

maneuver. Alignment angles of zero and +0.4 degrees were

used at the beginning of the maneuver. Store c.g. locations

of nominal and 0.5 inches forward and aft of nominal were

used. The alignment time histories were computed for

symmetric pullup and symmetric pushover maneuvers.
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APPENDIX D

Predicted Alignment System Performance to Rudder Kicks

Time history store pitch misal ignment angles were

computed and are shown for variations in starting

misalignment angle and store c.g. Misalignment angles of zero

and +0.4 degrees were used at the beginning of the maneuver.

Store c.g. locations of nominal and 0.5 inches forward and

aft of nominal were used.
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APPENDIX E

Alignment System Performance in the Test Fixture

Time history misalignment angles were measured for a

time dependent pitching moment. The pitching moment was

selected as one that is close to a realistic F-16 load

condition. The pitching moment was applied with and without

a non time-dependent yawing moment and side force. Pylon 1

test results are given in Figures E1 through E5 followed by

Pylon 2 test results in Figures E6 through El0. The test

conditions ALl through AL5 are given in Table 22.
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APPENDIX F

Preliminary Hazard Analysis

This appendix contains the detailed results of the

preliminary hazard analysis. All potential hazards have been

iaentified and recommended action has been stated.

The tabular analysis sheets of Figure F1 contain the

hazards identified by the PHA. Twenty-three (23) hazards

were identified. Of these, three (3) were categorized as

catastrophic, ten (10) critical and ten (i0) marginal. All

identified hazards can or have been controlled by design or

procedure.

The tabular analysis sheets of Figure F2 contain the

hazards identified by the O&SHA. Fourteen hazards relating

to the operation and support of the pylon were identified.

Of these, three (3) were categorized as catastrophic, seven

(7) critical and three (3) marginal. Twelve (12) of these

hazards have been recommended to remain open for resolution

during flight test and follow-on publication of formal

instructions.

The hazard classifications and hazard probabilities

shown in the tabular analysis sheets are defined in Figures

F3 and F4 respectively.
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The,hazards found in this report are classified in accordance
with paragraph 5.4.3.1 of MIL-STD-882Aas follows:

a. Category I - Catastrophic (CAT)

Any hazard that may cause death or system loss.

be Category II - Critical (CRIT)

Any hazard that may cause severe injury, severe

occupational illness, or major system damage.

C. Category III - Marginal (MARG)

Any hazard that may cause minor injury, minor

occupational illness, or minor system damage.

d. Category IV - Negligible (NEG)

Any hazard that will not result in injury, occupational

illness, or system damage.

Figure F3.- Hazard classification.
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DESCRIPTIVE WORD

Frequent

Reasonably

probable

Occaslonal

Remote

Extremely

improbable

Impossible

FLEET OR

INVENTORY

Continuously experienced

Will occur frequently

Will occur several times

Unlikely to occur, but

possible

So unlikely, it can be

assumed that this hazard

will not be experienced

Physically impossible

to occur

LEVEL

A

B

C

D

E

F

Figure F4.- Hazard probability.
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